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ABSTRACT 

Differentiated Service Model (DiffServ) is currently a popular research topic as a 

low-cost method to bring QoS to today's Internet backbone network. In this paper, 

the author introduces the techniques and methodologies that used to design and 

implement DiffServ-enabled (DS-enabled) routers. The adaptations of DS-enabled 

routers are designed to cater to the low Internet connectivity within Universiti 

Teknologi PETRONAS LAN. The author has implemented basic DiffServ setting 

using three CISC03725 routers. Based on these DiffServ-enabled routers, the author 

set up a small scale lab network to study DiffServ QoS features: priority dropping 

(discrimination among different service classes), QoS guarantees and measuring QoS 

using various formal metrics (delay and throughput). Furthermore, the author present 

problems encountered during study, and the proposed solutions. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

In the early 90's, in order to provide Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees in the 

Internet, the Integrated Service Model (IntServ) was proposed. It provides an 

integrated infrastructure to handle both conventional Internet and QoS-sensitive 

applications [1]. IntServ uses resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) as its signaling 

protocol [2]. Although IntServ I RSVP can provide QoS guarantees, it has a 

scalability problem, since each IntServ enabled router has to maintain state 

information for each individual flow. To address the scalability issue, a new core 

stateless model, Differentiated Service Model (Diff-Serv), was proposed and has 

become a popular research topic as a low-cost method to bring QoS to today' s 

Internet, especially in the backbone networks [3,4]. Although intensive research has 

been done on DiffServ, it is still difficult to measure the overall impact ofDiffServ to 

the Internet without deploying DS-enabled routers (DS routers) to the Internet. In this 

work, the author introduces design and implementation of DS-enabled routers in the 

lab network environment. Intensive configurations and analysis are conducted to 

verify the design and implementation, and to study the TCP performance over 

DiffServ in a small-scale lab network through Ethereal analysis. The author also 

discusses several problems he has encountered during this work, and his solutions. 
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1.2PROBLEM STATEMENT AND IDENTIFICATION 

As reported by Information Technology and Media Services (ITMS) Unit on 19th 

October 2005, there are several problems that lead to the slow Internet connectivity 

within UTP campus. The degradation of network performance occurred because of 

non-education related activities conducted over the network. This activity has 

generates unnecessary traffic to the internal gateway, caused bottleneck to the internal 

gateway and with heavy applications such as movies, audio, pictures, games 

distributed through network that consume most of the bandwidth. Next factor is the 

existence of illegal hosting servers which have bombarded network with unnecessary 

traffics such as junk mail, messages, signals so on and so forth. These servers wasted 

switches and proxy resources and decrease equipment performance, generated 

unnecessary heavy traffics to internal and external gateway and have attracted and 

created too many downloading activities. Misused of proxy servers is one of the 

determinants to the slow Internet connectivity within the campus at which most of 

proxy resources used by internal hosting servers that drop the proxy performance. 

These servers create heavy traffic request from internal hosting server thus leads to 

poor performance. It's also caused high processors utilization to the proxy servers 

and drops the servers' performance. The increases of network virus and worms within 

the network caused high processors utilizations rate and drop the network and servers 

equipment performance. These viruses and worms are distributed through files 

sharing and download materials from hosting servers. 

As per conversation with Mr. Arfaishah from Network Department under ITMS Unit, 

he explained that UTP itself is using Routing Information Protocol (RIP), which may 

lead to the degradation of network performance. RIP may be slow to adjust for link 

failures and in some cases; the exchange of routing table could consume more than an 

acceptable of data bandwidth. So to cater to this shortage, DiffServ technology is 

proposed to be implemented. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVES 

Actually this project will be implemented in the Data Communication Lab at 

Building 2, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS. The objectives of this project are: 

I To identifY and analyze UTP traffic flow (TCP traffic) 

2 To employ DiffServ for internal and external traffic flow 

3 To propose a network framework to improve network connectivity 

1.4 SCOPE OF STUDIES 

The project is done within UTP subnet, which is in the lab environment control 

because of the confidentiality. The scope only covers for internal and external TCP 

traffic flow. 

1.5 FEASIBILITY STUDY 

This project conducted within the timeframe of about I year. It covers the view of 

QoS itself on how it works within DiffServ implementation by using three 

CISC03 725 routers. All the information needed also can be find from books in the 

library and from the Internet. With all the resources provided, it will be a feasible 

project in the time given. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The DiffServ model provisions end-to-end QoS guarantees by using service 

differentiations and works as follows. Incoming packets are classified and marked 

into different classes, using Differentiated Services CodePoint (DSCP) [5) (e.g., IPv4 

TOS bits or IPv6 Traffic Class bits in a IP header). Complex traffic conditioning such 

as classification, marking, shaping, and policing are pushed to network edge routers 

or hosts. Therefore, the functionalities of the core routers are relatively simple - they 

classify packets and forward them using corresponding Per-Hop Behaviors (PHBs). 

From the administrative point of view, a DiffServ network could consist of multiple 

DS domains. To achieve end-to-end QoS guarantees, negotiation and agreement 

between these DS domains are needed. Although the boundary nodes need to perform 

complex conditioning like the edge nodes, the interior nodes within DS domains are 

simple [3,4). In the current DiffServ model, three service classes have been proposed 

[6): the premium class, the assured class, and the best-effort class. Different service 

classes are suitable for different types of applications. 

2.2 DESIGN OF DS ROUTERS 

The Differentiated Service enabled routers (DS-enabled routers or DS routers) are 

key nodes in the DiffServ model. There are two types ofDS-enabled routers: (1) edge 

routers, and (2) core routers. In this work, we focus on the design and implementation 

of the edge routers. Figure 1 shows the structure of aDS router. 

"'" Cl>!!isifter 

M~ter 

(Token Bucl<et f Le.ky Bucket;) 

"l Marker./ • Que~ Diocipliulllg 
' Remarker J Ll'S-qune.l RIO-queue 

! 

Figure 1: The Structure ofDS Router [6) 
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In the figure, there are several key components to the DS router structure: 

• The Classifier. The Classifier classifies packets according to their DSCP in 

the IP headers. 

• The Meter. The Meter performs in-profile I out-of-profile checking on each 

incoming packet. Because burstiness exists in assured class traffic, the token 

bucket scheme is used to check the conformance of assured class traffic. 

While the leaky bucket scheme is used for premium class traffic, since 

burstiness is not allowed in premium class traffic. 

• The Marker/Re-marker. After being classified, packets are marked into 

premium, assured and best-effort classes accordingly. Re-marking happens 

when assured packets violate the contracted traffic rate limit and become out

of-profile. These packets are remarked as best-effort packets. 

• The Dropper/Shaper. If premium packets become out-of-profile, they are 

dropped immediately by the dropper. Shaping happens at the edge nodes or 

boundary nodes to eliminate jitters. 

• The Queueing Disciplining Modules. The differentiation is achieved here. 

Two separated queues are used: the Premium Service Queue (PS-queue) for 

the premium packets and the RIO-queue I for both assured packets and best

effort packets. The PS-queue is a simple FIFO queue, while the RIO queue is 

more complicated. Figure 2 illustrates the 
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Figure 2: RIO Queuing Discipline 

multi-class Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm which the RIO-queue is 

using. When RIO queue length exceeds the dropping threshold Tmin b , new 

best-effort packets are dropped with increasing probability up to Pb. Wben 

RIO queue length exceeds Tmin _a, new assured packets are dropped with 

increasing probability up to Pa. When queue length exceeds Tmax_b, all new 

best-effort packets are dropped. When queue length exceeds Tmax_a, all 

incoming packets are dropped. By tuning the values of Tmin _b, Tmin _a, 

Tmax_b, Tmax_a, Pb and Pa, we can expect different dropping behaviors for 

both best-effort and assured packets. 

2.3 IMPLEMENTATION 

The simulation is implemented using OPNET Modeler 6.0.L running on Windows 

NT 4.0 Workstation with dual PentiumPro 200Mhz CPU and 128MB of RAM. 

Figure 3 shows the topology and scale of the simulation environment. The "clients" 

subnet comprises three client nodes, one switch and one DS edge router. The "INET 

CLOUD" consists of three DS-enabled I non-DS-enabled routers (it can be expanded 

to a more complicated topology). The "servers" subnet contains one server and one 

edge router. 
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Figure 3: Network Topology for the Simulation [6) 

2.4 DS ROUTER 

To implemeut the DS scheme in a router, there are two options to choose from. One 

is to implement the DS-enabled IP module from scratch. The other one is to modify 

an existing router implementation available from the OPNET vendor's library. In this 

simulation, existing OPNET model for Cisco 7204 router has been modified. This 

decision is made based on the fact that most components needed for DS-enabled 

router exist in the Cisco 7204 router model. Only the IP process model needs to be 

modified in order to handle traffic from different classes. Therefore, the IP module is 

modified and put DS components in it. Although making the router DS-enabled is a 

significant enhancement with respect to functionality, the overall structure of the 

router has not been changed a lot. The reason is that in OPNET different modules 

(e.g., MAC, IP, TCP, OSPF, RIP and so on) are implemented as separated objects, 

which communicate with each other through modular interfaces. As long as DS-
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enabled IP module maintains proper interface, it can be swapped into the router 

model, and the lower and higher protocol layers are able to communicate with the 

new IP process module properly. Figure 4 illustrates the process model for a DS 

enabled IP model. There are two different processes in this implementation. The top 

one diff_ip _ rte _ v4 model is the main IP process, which implements main IP and 

DiffServ functionalities. And the lower one diff_pq model is the child process, which 

implements priority scheduling scheme for DiffServ. The IP diff_ip_rte_v4 process 

model is implemented as follows: 

o Initializations. All the initializations are done through "init", "wait", 

"cmn_rte_tbl" and "init_too" states sequentially, which is the same as what 

the original OPNET IP process model does. 

o DS and non-DS-enabled states. If the node is set to be DS-enabled, the 

transition labeled with "DIFFSERV" condition occurs. Otherwise, the 

transition labeled with "NO DIFFSERV" condition occurs. 

o Packet Classification. The packet classification is implemented in the "DS _ 

schd" state. 

o Packet Monitoring and Policing. Packet monitoring and policing are 

implemented in the "DS _schd" state. After being classified, an incoming 

packet is monitored and policed according to the class it belongs to. If the 

packet is a premium class packet, it is monitored and policed by using the 

leaky bucket model. If the packet is an assured class packet or a best-effort 

class packet, it is monitored and policed by using the token bucket model 

(Section 2.2). If the packet is in the premium class and is conformed (in

profile), it is processed by the next state, the "IP _serv" state, directly. If it is 

non-conformed (out-of-profile), it is discarded without any further process. If 

the packet is an in-profile assured packet, it is processed by the "IP _serv" 

state, otherwise it is re-marked as a "best-effort" packet in "DS _schd" state 

and processed by "IP _ serv" state later. If the packet is a "best-effort" packet, 

it goes ahead into the "IP _ serv" state and gets processed there. 
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• Packet Routing and Forwarding. After the classification and the 

conformance check, the packet enters the regular IP forwarding process, 

which is implemented by "IP _serv", "srv _start", "srv _com pi" and "idle" 

states. All of these states are implemented based on IP states provided by the 

OPNET library, except that the "idle" state is DiffServ-aware. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY I PROJECT WORK 

3.1 PROJECT APPROACH 

The project will be divided into phases, using the System Development Life Cycle 

(SDLC), with required deliverables at the end of each phase. The reason why the author 

uses SDLC is because it provides guidelines that are easy to follow and understand. 

Conceptual Development 
/Information gathering 

L Requirement 
Analysis 

L Architectural 
Design 

L Project Module 
Development 

1-
Router Configuration 

- Testing/Enhancement 

Operation and 
Maintenance 

Figure 4: The Methodology of the Project 

3.1.1 Conceptual Development !Information gathering 

As shown on the Figure 4 above, the author will start the project by implementing 

the first step, which is Conceptual Development/Information gathering with the 

intention to do an observation of the material required for this project. The data 

gathering method for this project is through the collection of materials from the 
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library and Internet, interviewing experts in the related subject such as network 

administrator, lecturer as well as technicians. 

3.1.2 Requirement Analysis 

In the Requirement Analysis phase, author define several requirements need to be 

considered such as networking equipments. It includes hardware requirement 

(personal computer, CISCO router), software requirement (Ethereal) and network 

requirement (Intranet Connection, Internet, packet transfer). Under this stage the 

author has also identified DiffServ QoS configuration components for the 

proposed project. The setup for DiffServ will be similarly configured as shown in 

Figure 5. 

Oantral 
rou,er 

Figure 5: Sample Network Implementing Diffserv 

Differentiated Services Components 

The following components make up the foundation of a CISCO Differentiated 

Services implementation (7]: 

• Traffic conditioning (traffic policing and traffic shaping) 

Traffic conditioning is performed at the edges of a DiffServ domain. Traffic 

conditioners perform traffic shaping and policing functions to ensure that 

traffic entering the DiffServ domain conforms to the rules specified by the 

Traffic Conditioning Agreement (TCA), and comply with the service 

provisioning policy of the domain. Traffic conditioning may range from 

simple code point re-marking to complex policing and shaping operations. 
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• Packet classification 

Packet classification uses a traffic descriptor (for example, the DSCP) to 

categorize a packet within a specific group in order to define that packet. After 

the packet has been defined (that is, classified), the packet is then accessible 

for QoS handling on the network. 

Using packet classification, you can partition network traffic into multiple 

priority levels or classes of service. When traffic descriptors are used to 

classify traffic, the source agrees to adhere to the contracted terms and the 

network promises a quality of service. Traffic policers and traffic shapers use 

the traffic descriptor of the packet (that is, the classification of the packet) to 

ensure adherence to that agreement. 

• Packet marking 

Packet marking is related to packet classification. Packet marking allows 

author to classify a packet based on a specific traffic descriptor (such as the 

DSCP value). This classification can then be used to apply user-defined 

differentiated services to the packet and to associate a packet with a local QoS 

group. 

Associating a packet with a local QoS group allows users to associate a group 

ID with a packet. The group ID can be used to classifY packets into QoS 

groups based on prefix, autonomous system, and community string. A user 

can set up to 64 DSCP values and 100 QoS group markings. 

• Congestion management 

Congestion management (or scheduling) is achieved through traffic 

scheduling and traffic queueing. When there is network congestion, a 

scheduling mechanism such as class-based weighted fair queueing (CBWFQ) 

is used to provide guaranteed bandwidth to the different classes of traffic. 

12 



• Congestion avoidance 

Congestion avoidance techniques monitor network traffic loads in an effort to 

anticipate and avoid congestion at common network bottlenecks. Congestion 

avoidance is achieved through packet dropping. Among the more commonly 

used congestion avoidance mechanisms is Weighted Random Early Detection 

(WRED). 

With WRED and Differentiated Services, the aouthor have the option of 

allowing WRED to use the DSCP value when WRED calculates the drop 

probability of a packet. 

13 



Feature Sets 

This section lists the feature sets that correspond to the Differentiated Services 

components listed earlier. These feature sets provide the necessary functionality 

that allows author to implement Differentiated Services. 

This feature set includes the following features: 

• Modular Quality of Service Command-Line Interface. This feature 

provides a command-line interface (CLI) structure that allows users to 

configure class-based QoS features. 

• Class-Based Packet Marking. This feature provides a user-friendly 

command-line interface for efficient packet marking by which users can 

differentiate packets by designating them different identifying values. For 

example, this feature allows users to mark packets by setting the IP 

Precedence bits or the IP DSCP in the ToS byte. 

• Traffic Policing. This feature allows you to limit the input or output 

transmission rate of a class of traffic based on user-defined criteria. It also 

enables the system to mark packets by setting the IP Precedence value, the 

QoS group, or the DSCP value. 

• Class-Based Shaping. This feature allows author to configure Generic Traffic 

Shaping (GTS) on a traffic class, specify average rate or peak rate traffic 

shaping, and configure CBWFQ inside GTS. 

• CBWFQ. This feature is a scheduling mechanism used to provide a minimum 

bandwidth guarantee to traffic classes during times of network congestion at 

an interface. 
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• DiffServ Compliant Weighted Random Early Detection. This feature 

provides support for the DiffServ standard. It enables WRED to use either the 

DSCP or the IP Precedence value when calculating the drop probability for a 

packet. This feature should be used in conjunction with CBWFQ. 

• Enhanced show policy-map interface Command Enhancements for Class

Based Accounting. The show policy-map interface command now displays 

information such as the incoming traffic rate, the dropped packet rate, the 

number of matched packets, and the number of matched bytes for traffic 

classes that are attached to the specified interface. This feature collects and 

displays common statistics that are used for billing and accounting purposes. 

• Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) Class of Service Enhancements. 

This feature allows the service provider to set the MPLS experimental field 

instead of overwriting the value in the customer's IP precedence field (the first 

three bits of the DSCP field in the header of an IP packet). 

15 



3.1.3 Architectural Design 

The architecture designs were develop according to the general architecture of a 

sample DiffServ implementation concept and conceptual model as shown in 

Requirement Analysis in Figure 5. Author decided to connect on both of Intranet 

and Internet connection. As illustrated in Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9 

below, the diagram shows the overview of UTP network, TCP flow diagram for 

internal and external traffic which employs the DS-enabled routers (R), the 

designation paths for internal and external traffic flows across the switches and 

the proposed network framework by employing DS routers. 

·,SERVER.. 
·.fARt\h .· 

Figure 6: Existing UTP Network Overview 
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VLAN2 

VLANl 

Border 
Manager 

Switch A 

SwitchB 

sw 

Internal TCP 

DS-enabled router 

External TCP 

Figure 7: Existing Paths for Internal and External TCP Traffic Flow 

DS-enabled router 

Internet 

Figure 8: Proposed TCP Flow Diagram 

DiffServ ---

Internal 
TCP 

External 
TCP 

Figure 9: Proposed Network Design by Employing DiffServ Technology 
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3.1.4 Project Module Development 

To makes sure that the project easily to be develop, the author using the concept 

of divide and conquer. After the main architecture of the system had been 

develop, the project were develop according to the module that been divided. The 

modules were based on the system architecture, functionality and the requirement. 

The modules of the project were as follows: 

• Router configuration 

• Testing and enhancement 

One PC will be setup with Windows operating system. Setup the network 

properties and the tools needed. 

Constructing Services Using DiffServ and RIP 

Basically, there are two types of implementation needed to setup and compare in 

this project, which is the RIP configuration and DiffServ configuration. Both 

configurations used three CISC03725 routers. Below figures show how the 

implementation for both are done. 

Switch C Switch B Switch A 

(Rei 

DCE DTE 

Figure 10: CISC03725 Setting 

The above figure shows the basic setup for both DiffServ and RIP. Each of the 

routers (RA, R8 and Rc) is connected through three switches; Switch A, Switch B 

and Switch C. Table 1 shows the description of each interface connected through 

these routers. 
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Interface Router C (Rc) Router B (RB) Router A (RA) 

fa0/0 223.8.151.1 (int) 172.17.7.1 (int) 1 0.20.20.1 (int) 

fa0/1 199.6.13.2 (ext) 199.6.13.1 (ext) 160.0.53.20 (ext) 

ser0/0 - - -

ser0/1 - 20.0.0.2 (ext) 20.0.0.1 (ext) 

Table 1: CISC03725 Interfaces 

Configuring RIP 

The first step for configuring the router for RIP is to set up the interfaces. This 

includes assigning an IP address and a subnet mask to the interface using the 

command ip address A.B.C.D subnet mask. Next the interface is enabled using 

the no shut command. 

The RIP routing protocol is enabled on the router by entering the command router 

RIP at the Router(config)# prompt in the privileged EXEC mode. Next network 

statements are required to declare what networks will be advertised by the RIP 

routing protocol. To advertise the network means the routing table containing the 

network is shared with its neighbors. The network command requires the use of a 

class network address (class A, class B, class C) after the network command. 

This is call classful addressing. A class network address or classful address is the 

network portion of the address for the particular class of the network. For example 

VLAN A in our campus network is on the 10.0.1.41 NET, as shown in Figure 11. 

This is a class A network and the network portion of the address is 1 0.0.0.0. The 

structure of the network command is network [network address] where the 

network address is the network IP address for the router; therefore, the command 

in RIP will be network 1 0.0.0.0. 

The following discussion explains how to initialize RIP and how to set the 

networks attached to the router. Any interfaces that are part of the 1 0.0.0.0 

network will run the RIP routing protocol once these commands are entered. Note 
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that subnets or subnet masks are not specified in the RIP network command. This 

is because the class network address is used and all IP addresses in the network 

(e.g., 10.0.0.0) are enabled to use RIP. 

Router ( config) #router rip 

Router ( config-router) #network 1 0.0.0.0 

RIP can only be used in contiguous networks, meaning that the networks and 

routes must have the same class network address. This means that the router 

addresses for the network connecting the routers must be the same class as the 

LAN connected to the router. This is shown in Figure ll(a) and (b). LAN A and 

LAN B have a 10.#.#.# address (also called a "10 network" address). The network 

address connecting the two routers must also be a "1 0" network address. The IP 

address for the network connecting the two routers in Figure 10 is 1 0.0.1.41. This 

is a "1 0" network address. The network shown in Figure 11 (b) uses the IP address 

of 192.168.10.0 for the network connecting the two routers. An address of 

192.168.10.0 is in the 192.168.10.0 network. This is not part of the "10" network; 

therefore, the 192.168.10.0 address is not suitable for use in RIP. 

VLANA 

VLANA 

1 0.0.1.0 NET 

(a) 

must be a 
"1 0" network 

(b) 

R 

VLANB 

VLANB 

Figure 11: A (a) Contiguous Network and (b) Discontiguous Network. 
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RIP is relatively simple routing protocol to configure. However, RIP is only good 

for very small networks that have a limited size to manage the network and not 

suited for network that need fast convergence. RIP is a standard protocol, not a 

proprietary protocol, meaning that the use of the protocol is not limited to certain 

equipments manufacturers. The actual experimentation has been done in the Data 

Communication lab and the results have been reflected as in the Figure 12, Figure 

13 and Figure 14. 
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Figure 12: Interface ofruP Configuration within Lab Network 
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Configuring DiffServ 

The following section provides a Diffserv implementation. Figure 15 shows 

DiffServ implementation with three routers; Router A (RA), Router B (R8 ) and 

Router C (Rc). 

IRs I (Rc) 

faOIO 

Figure 15: DiffServ Configuration 

In this setup, the author tends to create end-to-end QoS to several different types 

of traffic classes using the CISCO lOS Differentiated Services feature set. 

• Voice is considered premium class. The gold class of traffic consists of 

TACACS (Transmission Access Controller Access System) sessions, 

along with traffic marked with DSCP values 12 and 14. The silver traffic 

class consists of Telnet, Simple Main Transfer Protocol (SMTP), and File 

Transfer Protocol (FTP) sessions. The bronze traffic class consists of web 

traffic and traffic marked with DSCP values 28 and 30. Anything else is 

considered as belonging to "best-effort" traffic class. 

• The premium class should be forwarded with the lowest delay possible up 

to a maximum of 500 kBps during periods of congestion. The gold class 

should be treated preferentially over the silver class, which in turn should 

be treated preferentially over the bronze class. The gold, silver, and bronze 

classes should have 35 percent, 25 percent, and 15 percent, respectively, 

of the interface bandwidth as the minimum bandwidth guarantees. Bronze 

class should be shaped to 320 kBps, and the best-effort class should be 

policed to 56 kBps. 
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• To proviSion for the variOus traffic classes, the traffic needs to be 

classified based on DSCP values in a DiffServ domain. So that traffic can 

be classified based on DSCP values, the traffic should be pre-marked with 

the appropriate DSCP values at the time of entering the network. 

In Figure I, the correct place to do this kind of traffic marking is in the 

incoming direction of Fast Ethernet interface 0/0 of Router A (RA) and the 

incoming direction of Serial interface 0/1 of remote Router B (Rs). This 

marking can be achieved through an input service policy. Table 2 lists the 

DSCP values used to mark different classes of traffic entering into the 

designed network. 

Traffic Class Traffic Type DSCPValue 

Premium Voice 46 

Gold TACACS 10 

Silver Telnet 18 

SMTP 20 

FTP 22 

Bronze HTTP 26 

Table 2: DSCP Values for Traffic Classes and Traffic Types [7] 
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The configurations demonstrate how marking, shaping, policing, and 

monitoring is done through Modular QoS Command-Line Interface (MQC) 

and this is attached under Appendices (Refer to Appendix B). 

3.1.5 Operation and maintenance 

Finally, in operation and maintenance, it prepares the project to be delivered. The 

project operation and maintenance base on this project is involving system 

integration, implementation and enhancement where applicable. Finally the steps 

taken were project maintenance and monitoring. 

3.2 TOOLS I EQUIPMENTS 

The tools needed to implement the configuration are: 

Ethereal - Data can be captured "off the wire" from a live network connection, or 

read from a capture file. 

2 Three CISC03725 routers 

3 Switches 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the author had written the result and the discussion for the analysis that 

had been made especially on the requirement analysis. On this chapter, author will also 

discuss the output that will be made throughout the project implementation and research 

itself. 

The requirement analysis focuses on the system requirement, which include the 

hardware. The overall output will be triggered through the observation on the packets 

sent, throughput, and time-to-completion in the Ethereal interface. Each of data packets 

will be analyzed separately based on the internal and external flow ofTCP. As we know 

the UTP applies RIP (Routing Information Protocol) as it's routing protocol. This routing 

protocol has been explained in the Chapter 3: Methodology/ Project Work under Project 

Development phase. It is based on the dynamic routing protocols. Same goes to the 

explanation for DiffServ technology. 

4.1 RIP Analysis 

Below results show how the data packets have been captured using Ethereal and the 

explanation tells the scenario occurred. Basically, the data sized 175MB have been 

copied and sent through the three CISC03725 routers. Two hosts are available between 

these routers, which act as a sender and receiver for the assigned data. The hosts labeled 

as 10.20.20.15 and 223.8.151.10. 
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Figure 16: TCP Data Packets Captured Based on RIP Configuration 

As shown on the above figure, almost 99% of network process captured based on TCP 

layer because it involves the transmission and receiving processes. While RIP setup is 

running, the DiffServ setting has been removed from routers' interfaces. This is to make 

sure that the RIP configuration running smoothly without any other restrictions. Below 

figure shows the details of successful data that has been captured. 
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Packets 

Avg. packets/sec 

Avg, packet size 

Bytes 

Avg. bytes/sec 

226.583 

195905 

2.40.258 

992;465 bytes·. 996.269 bytes 

195234803 195174052 

223883.748 239361.078 

Figure 17: Summary ofTCP Packets Captured Based on RIP Configuration 

The host that captured the data packets has been labeled as 10.20.20.15, which filters all 

the activities done through downloading process from the other host. The downloading 

process- the delay; started at 12.54 p.m. and finished at 1.08 pm which equivalent to 14 

minutes and 32 seconds (872.037 seconds). Average packets that have been captured per 

second are 225.583. This is also known as throughput; the rate at which packets go 

through the network. 
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Figure 18: Ethereal IO Graphs Captured Based On RIP Setting 

r-500 

I-
I-
1-250 

1-

1-

The graph shows the number of packets sends per second and Figure 16 already explains 

this on the previous page. It is estimated that 250 packets have been captured every 

seconds. The elapsed time need to complete the capturing process between the first and 

the last packets are 14 minutes aud 32 seconds. 
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4.2 DiffServ Analysis 

There is a slightly different between results obtained from RIP with the results captured 

by DiffServ setting. The different is on the delay and the throughput itself. For this 

purpose, RIP configuration has been cleared off from the routers' interfaces. Figure 18 

and Figure 19 explained how the scenario occurred. 

197296 
243,549 

989 ;823 bytes 

.195288041 

241070;356 

Figure 19: Sururnary ofTCP Packets Captured Based on DiffServ Configuration 
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If compared to RIP analysis, the time taken to complete the downloading activity under 

DiffServ setting is 61.95 seconds (1.0325 minutes), which considered much faster. 

Average packets send per second or throughput is 243.549 packets, which are much 

higher than TCP packets captured under RIP configuration. The graph below explained 

the packets' trend. 

720s 800s 810s 

Figure 20: Ethereal IO Graphs Captured Based On DiffServ Setting 

The packets are consistently downloaded within 13 minutes and 30 seconds, which can 

be concluded as a bit faster than the TCP packets downloaded lies under RIP setting. 

The author can say that the project has achieved it's objectives as the proven shows by 

both analysis. The DiffServ served better packet forwarding compared to RIP in term of 

the delay and the throughput. The routers are indeed fulfilling the QoS requirements at 
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which it can deliver multiple classes of service. It is scalable which can support emerging 

network intensive and mission critical applications. 

Table 3 below shows the results for both RIP and DiffServ based on Ethereal analysis. 

Type of formal metrics to Result 

measure QoS RIP DiffServ 

I) Delay 14 minutes 32 seconds 13 minutes 30 seconds 

2) Throughput 225.583 packets/sec 243.549 packets/sec 

Table 3: The Ethereal Results 

As written above, the author can conclude that DiffServ is better than RIP in 

terms of its capabilities to reduce delay and maximize output. More packets are been sent 

in a second with faster time-to-completion. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this paper, the author introduced the design and implementation of DS-enabled routers 

in the Internet focusing both on internal and external ofTCP. The author also conducted a 

small scale lab network based on provided DS-enabled routers. Through these analyses, 

the author not only verified the correctness of the design and implementation, but also 

studied some DiffServ QoS features within the lab network, such as multiple classes of 

services; QoS guarantees also various formal metric likes delay and throughput. 

Based on the analysis performed, it is proven that DiffServ can satisfy different QoS 

requirements. With Differentiated Services, the network tries to deliver a particular kind 

of service based on the QoS specified by each packet. It is proposed and suggested that 

the UTP Management can adapt this technology to provide better Internet connectivity 

within UTP LAN. It is low-cost method as we can only focus on the existence routers 

resided in the data center. 

As proposed by ITMS Unit, the network team leads by their Network Administrator is in 

the process of upgrading the bandwidth to cater to the degradation of UTP network 

performance. Alternatively, they aimed to have several gateway to reduce the congestion 

and the possibility of wireless accessibility by ISP. To make it happens, they hope 

students stop hosting any non-educated activities such as servers hosting, video 

streaming, do not abuse proxy, update antivirus regularly, release the Internet bandwidth 

whenever not in use and the most important thing use the provided Internet for only 

educational purposes. 

To have DiffServ successfully implemented, the author suggests that the ITMS Unit, first 

thing first; should enforce proper configuration on proxy and with proper bandwidth 

management policy. Used antivirus solution for such DDoS attack, worms and viruses 

spread through network. In term of routing design, isolate all students out and force them 

to use link to go out Internet only and the major link use for other important applications 
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or executives group of user. For better Intranet connection, can force user accessing 

server through LAN and this depend on server performance and routing. 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Below are the questions prepared for UTP Network Administrator, Mr. Arfaishah: 

1. What are the causes lead to low Internet connectivity within the UTP campus? Why is 

it happens frequently? 

2. Is it because of ISP or the network devices fail to accommodate high-bandwith? 

3. How do you assign a band with usage to certain task? Internet connectivity is much 

better at new academic complex as compared to students' villages. Why? 

4. What are the solutions need to encounter such problem as mentioned above? Justify 

through theory and technical aspects. 

5. How do you prioritize the traffic comes in? 

6. Based on the basic architecture of designing a network traffic, it should be 80 

(Internal):20 (External). Do UTP apply this design? 
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DIFFSERV IMPLEMENTATION FOR ROUTER A, ROUTER BAND 

ROUTERC 

Router A (RA) Configuration 
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speed 100 
full-duplex 
! 
interface Seria!0/1 
bandwidth 2ooo 

! 

ip address 20.o:o.I 25.5.0.0.0 
no ip mtoute-cache · 
load-interval 60 

interface ATM2/0 
ip ~ddress 192.22.74:.3 255.255.255.0 
no ip rnroute-cache ... 
atm clocK: INTERNAL. 
atm esi-address 345678901234.12 
noatm ilmi-keepalive. 
pvc 115 qsaal 
! 
pvc 1/16.ilmi 
! 
pvc 1/32 
protocoLip 192;22. 74.2 broa,dcast 
! 

interface Dialer 1 
no ip address 
! 
router rip. 
network lo.o.o,o. 
network 172.17.0.0 
network 192.22.74.0 
neighbor 192.22.74.4 
! . 

ip.http server 
ip classless 
ip route 160.0.52.0 25~ .. 255.252.0 160.0.55.254 

. ip rilute 172.1 ·nro 25~.255.0.0 20.().0.2 
ip route 192.22.74.0 255.255.255.0192.22.74.4 
ip route 199.6.13 .. 0 255 •. 255.255.0 20.0.0.2 
ip route 223.8.151.0 255.255.255.0 199.6.13.2 
! 

! 
access-list 101 P::ermit udp any any range 16384 32768 
.acs~§s~Iist 101 p~rmit.tgp anyany ~g.tacacs 
access-list 10 I permit tpp. any any eq www 
access-list 102 permit tcp any any eq tacacs 
access-list 104 permit tcp.any.any eq www 
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access"list 105 permifip.anyany 
access-list 108 permiticp an)r any eq telnet 
access-list 1 09permit tcp any any eq smtp 
acii'ess-list 110 permittep any any eq ftp 
! . . 

! 
snfup-server confmunity puolic RO 
snmp-server enable traps tty 
tftp-serveF flashw3725;Js-mz, 122-15. T2. bin 
! 
call .rsvp-sync 
! 
voice-port 1/0/0 
! 
voice-port l/0/1: ' 
echo-cancel coverage 32 
! 
voiGe~port lll/0. 
! 
voice-port 1/l/1 
! 
! 
mg<;p profile default 
! 

dial-peet6or custom 
! 

! 
diaJ,peer voice 1 pots .·. 
destination-pa*rn 5~~1001 
porf11o11 ·· 

! 
dial"peervbice 3.voip 
destination-pattern 556 .... 
session target ipv4:20.0.0.2 
! 
dial-peer voice 2 voip 
destination-pattern 4414444 
session target ipv4:172.17.7.10 
codec g711 ulaw 
! 
dial-peer voice 5 voip' 
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destination-pattern 777. ... 
session ta,rget ipv4:20.0.0.2 ,; ! . .. .. ·• 

dial, peer voice 6 voip 
destination" pattern 9999999 
session target ipv4: 172.17.7.10 
cddec g711 ulaw 
! 
dial-peer voice? voip ~ 
destination-pattern 1 1} 1111 
session target ipv4: 1 0 .. 20.20.12 
I 

dial-peer voice 4 voip ,. 
destination-pattern 555 .... 
session protocot sipv2 
session target ipv4:20:0,0.J · 
! . . 

dial-peervoice 8,voip 
destination-patt~rn 1112;222. 
session pfotocot sipv2• ·.· · · · 
session target ip\'4: 1 0.;40.2Q.15. 
! . . 

dial-peer voice 9'voip 
destination-pattern 5551111 
session protocol sipv2 
session ta,rget ipv4: 10.20.20.120 
! . 

sip-ua 
! 

line con 0 
lirteaux 0 
line vty 0 4 . •. .•• .. 

! 

pi!ssword7 071A355¢ 
login 

end 
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Router B (Rn) Configuration 
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r.· p:o ·servw.e,pass.»'Q)'11-enc~J;.1Qn, .. : .;·· ·• •· I . . ..... 

hosthame ROUtER B '' "• ,.,, ' ' '··-7-:<--

· tc)gging ql.!~~~-ttqfir·'too :.;~:;~). 
enable s~cl'et s $L$TXll$tlt'tlUUHMvvbB/XPoHLNP. 
e11a:ble p~sswq~Jcosrg;ioo~ · ···· · · ··· · • 
} ~:"' ·_ '''- ' ''' -_~:::~_:·\, ' 

ip sutinet~zei'o 
! 

. ! 

·;\:· '·:.-.;:~:;~" 

£lass"m!\p;thatch"rufgolc! •• r. .... • 

. \match ip dsc;p afll•i'afl2 ·. a:f13 
•Glass~maJ"l·mat~h7~ir btgpze ..... ~~. ,.,.,,,' ----.-.d,,.,< _. f/h\:-- 't-/•d"i'>" ·:·f''*'::-"-'< 
. match ip dsqrafJL ,,!if)~ iif33 ' ; '· ; 
cl~,S,~~}pap ~~tch~lll~~\Jlatin;um, ''·'·'' 
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/ ;.m!l-t9h ip ds.fJ? ef;~.; ,. . 
·· .. elasscmap match-~Lsilver 
.... ili.~t~}10ip 4f~~)~£~~!!if22 af23 
··· •class-map· m.atchc~l .• mest -effolt .... 
•· match ip as&p Mfault · 

! 
! ..... 

·. N~\i~y-m~p:f\ v~J:tjl. 
· ''•class silver 

·· ;Jiiandwici:fliperc.~iff3 s •. h , • • 

.. ~:tandom"Oetect'tlscp-baS'elt"' ;a .•.• ,.~ 
:,:,,:-, _ .. , ·:<><"'-' .. ···<<;<.t/Y&J::>i<f>'_;i,:;iiJi:r;>><, 

rando:fu"detect·dscp ·. }8•.••20 •··40· ··40 
randorn-dete'ctdscpZO. 2o·· .·4o: ?O 
rand9rn-dete~tdscp 2,2 2 :3 3:;; 
class gelid t :::·.~ 

. ..'\illii'dwfdthperceB:':s 0 ., ... ,,;,.: .,,, · ···' 

• 'f:rtltibih-dete'et dsci't~Based .... · ... 
rg,pqom-d.~t~ct (}~~p 10 20. ;40 
faJ1dOm-detect d~~p'14,2,Q:' ;~(') •. ··· 

···'ranaom;~!ltecti;i~~P 20··;1~2':~:4(1/;: 
class bronze · · · .,. 

bandWidth p~£s~nt 12;··. 
ran(lg!t)-detect dscp"Wased . . .... 
random-deteqtdscR'~~ 20 40• 1:0; . 
nmdtirn-deleet dscp•~8 20 40 

.. raildoin -d6'tect dscp23 0 20. 40 
: .. ~iUissplatiB.iim """ • 

p~lority sO!r . 
. 'f •. . . . 

!. 
l 
•interface FastEthemel:0/0 . . .·. .. 
ip address.fi7l.l7:'l:l255.2S5 . .Q.O . 
speed auto . ~8·~·· ,;~'?.~···. ·> ; • · 
fullc.dliplex · · . ;"'•; ~"' > 

. nom!\p enablecf• . . .• , .• 
I . . • •. 

· iriterface Serna!OIO ... ,, .. 
noipaddress . ••x .... . . . 
','·;~ ,,,,,'?<'', '_,_, ,-'~*~":<<""" 

ip j:lrq::tdcast-adlliess,Q,Qp:a·· " .••. 
shutdOWtJ :"d~~~~;> ~.:-~~~-~~1~ _., __ , , 

.... clockrate ·20000QQ'~' · · · ·.·•'»""'"''. 
'-- 'wo-ry ,;> ,-cc >:;; :,,, '"" ''-

!>> <-!,,,_;, -X<_l-;-
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~ '"'""/'; ::,>:;'Z;;;\;-" ,;"":'": ,' -::--:;:~_:>: ,, 
intet1'4c~F afit~.t!J.em~t0/J 
band~idth2g~o. ,.i1•... . ..•.. ···... .• .. 
ip!J.(l;dress 1.99 o6o J!Sm 255,~~5;,25.5:0 

;.· ... n.q.jp 'mrouteL.cac.he ... H • • .• • • 

- _,_, -p ;· -<'-'<{;\- - - - t>;:::--c:·;:s: ___ "'"::~--"' 
load-Int~~al 

spe~q,;~~to 
. tl,!ll-r.l.uplex 
;·:J~;~/~-::.~y~~~~~/ _ --~·:3¢rA"- - _ -- ---

; 1.nterface s·eria!O/h · ···•, . 
. 'ip addres;:~oo 0 0 0::~:25 50 Q':o:o::::· ; 

no ip ll)f~).lte-cache . % • , •••••. 

clqci9'l'!t.C'2000.000 ··•'""'··•• 
! 

· jgt~!fa:ce AIM2/o •·"• ,· . . . . . .. 
··ip~JoddressT92o22:,'Z.:l:A 255•:2'§§,25500 

... 'litm clp~k~INTJ1:W~A~:i;;¥:~;!;~i;;;.:~~;. 
· . atmesi"address;3:J:569890f234012• • .. 
. n~~tm.ilmick~~]Jal1Y~····, . . · ·.·· 

vc v5 s~&i · . .. · .. ; f .. ·... ll. ., .. 

pvc L{32> "• . ; ""''"· 
·,.yrotocol ip l9:fo22o94,.:Ybroadcast••··· 

(>:'-'·- -:-~:})", 
,/-> 

router ripv. 
network>lOO 0; o,o: · 
netw9tiin.;;l;?'.uoo., .•... 

•.network 192.22,74':@•···· 
' :~··''H>:"!>>,··-- _ ---- -- . _·>:s?t/;.,--

neighbor 192o22fohih3 
---1 .----<"- - - - c 

no iP.vti!tJ? seryer. · 
::ig: pj~ssTess .;;1 ~1 . ""· · <·.· .• 

ip route lO;(')oOoO 25S:Oo0:020~0o0.1 · .< . 

ip toute.f~:t::22o~4;. b 255.:255:25~. 0, l72o17o 7.0 
' ·_, '' -- ' - ' ' -. ' ' \·· :<+;'• --_;' - ' ' '' _- -_- > 
iprO'tJle l92.o22.:?4004,~$,2S5:255:b:l9;2022}4.3 

.. l'p.ioute 223,8;151 ,e;i65.o25~,255oof99;6,,1:3.2,.;: .. 
! ....... . 

I 

~nnrp'-~erver coh'iiht~nit~ pYiB~IcRO 
snmp7server.~nilbl~:tr;p;tty ... i . . ... 

·;~ali fs\lp"sync . . 
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· 'X!l'i~e"port Wt/O 
~~,~~, >>c<r· .. 

.Vat~e"portl/1/1 
:~ .. :(:::'·.>· 

! 
. tilgbp profife defau~t 
. ( .::~';,;~ ==' i 

! .... 
dialcpe.t<i'.vriicet;pots . •... , .... , .. , .. 
destirtaHo!l-pll.tt~trt 5$:1{!00:2 . pp!f:il§!l ., .• ;. . ,;,~; / . 

't·,~.·· ,, ' \>J:::c,~· 
' ' '" JoJk';, 

Jfar:peer V'orc:e2 v!Jip · 
<le§tinatioJ!.}patt~m~5 5 s ... :<t:~:~"·' 
session target ip;\';.f2o.Q:~;:t7'; , •• , ,~ •.. 

' .. ,. ,... ' / -'•'"''?.:;;;,;,,~_-.·.A;; 

• ' ', ·:·.;><>' ,.·,' ' 
dial:peervoice~.voit>;f:t.····• 
destiffA'lion-pattemrl,g~·4S67 •·· · ""'''" ... 
~sessiti;targ~~:ipv4·;t~2:17. 7, TO 

· c0dec.g71.11llaw,;;i;>. 
I ... 

dia!7Jt~~r;voice:4''pots :~ ... 
, A~~1i~~!ion-p~fiein. 7,?''l1177 

p0rt I/0/1 
·!'. 
dial-peer Y:(J~~e s,y~(p' ·: ' 
destirtation-pattei!ir8 8 8':;:.·: . ).y·~ . . 
ses,sion tafget Irvil-:lQ::zo .. zo.if·''''· 
·"'94G~ !l7tt ulaw "' ··· . 
! .· .• 

4. 'i "''' 

dial-;p~et yo ice· 9 yi)Jii 
.d~sti~afi<ln-pa:]tEfP 9~~9~99:, . 
session targENpv4:l,Q:zo:zoJ 
codec g7}J.Ul1Iw · · 

• · < ,,. "-'L ~?<?r:'t>'r<·. 
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line c&n 0 
line aux~O 
line vty 0 4 

! 

password cosig.2005 
login 

end 
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Router C (Rc) Configuration 

:\;''<· ·,,,•,,~_, /'<"<0:<<' •...• · •. <:-,>-".' 
ROUTER C#slio'W'iiJnnill.g~ct~nfig,,• 
:Buildif!~~~]~fi~~ion: __ ;::,~~~~;~~~~:~~~J;;:.:~~',;·: 

.. ,,,, .. ,, 

. Currel1t~2onfigw~Hon;;;·~:I.5X ]jyt~~· ·~ 
I . . .. ,,>:+:t··· '" 

~ersi@l1.[:2.J ,· • ;., ·i' .· ·· 
servi6elimest1ijllps · d;~1;5P,g datetime ml)ee 
ser"Vi9~Jime$~@l.ps .1\)'~datetime msec ; ... 
servic~passw0rd-eneeyption 

"-.J ·_·::L.:::.:·:· ·<.·_,;;/z:n: - :~,.-~;~~:.: 
h&stname RQUTERC 

' >'\' >p,..,...,.,,'' 

• bltCitsyst~mflash ~~V~6-jscmzJ22-15;'f2.\)lq 
·· ;lq!5~\rtg rat~~~iJ:niClQ:except: <)1',1-ors• 
no logging eonsoie. · .. ;~ 2 •·• 
bll.able sectlit 5 $!;$9lUJ$:tSh56KqRTSAF9:(:JDgpefW. 

·· e.P.able p~~sworq,~·;0314§t\;~8.:~s;£:&2ESE4A · · ··. 
! 

· clock tim~;>:one,QJP 
· ip si,!Mef7;>:ero::> 

''," '•,';'0 

ip drr~p pb'ol Da1~c€111U)~;,i:·•···; 
·rea.'s~·}1oo :;.;,. .•••....• 

ipdhcp poolt.!\'BNE'i'2 . . .· .·· 
network:J60.0.56;<9255.255.255.0 
det:~ult,~~~~t~r I66:b.56,zo.~.t:~ 

<·leaselOO 
! 
! 
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! ,, . . . 

· j~l~sscmap ill;atch~iJ:l,gold ... 
'ili~ich i dsc an•t afl2 af13 <· ., ... .P .. p .•. ,,. . 
. crass-1nap matlfh-arf•EF 

·'''''l;llat~l't~~ccess,:grotip,'fCJl'·'·• 
'clilss;t£ap mat6pcall~J£E]l 
match:aqcess~gi~up 1~,8;~;.•. ·• 

class-ma:P,matC:n;:;itll AF2.S'~ '''~';··· 
'· •m4fghaccess-gF®Hp IIO"~ct';~;~:~.·· 

ela~,~:111ap tnatcil~illf~AF22 . 
· m~tch ac<;~$Jl"group•l09 

. clas~~map match-aH'brQnze 
>' A< 0 A'\:,'> ' '-'>''•'+"r'':i'\i-" 

. mate]¥clp dscp afJl 4f3 2 af3 3 
classfmap m'at~h-aif;gJatillum 
mat\:h:;ipdscii;~f · •• • 

clas.icJll,\lP mateh•all~r\Yer;· .. . .. . ,,, 
matchipdscjJ~l. ~~ .• il£2~ •r,.:2•'·• 
class-m'tip tnatel}-all bestceffoi"t . . .. . · 

-_-- --~ _> __ -_._ - _,.,.,, <;---<-'<;'-11\i::/,,f;/,:i\ 

match a¢(.jess-gr911P lOS: . ; • ' ·:· 
. class-mapmatcli"a11An •••.• :;;:;':~. 

match access-~£~\lP I0t.'~;:; .. 2.,.:;' '' 
class-map, jnat&laz.all Aft '' •• 
matchitcpess-gF9UP 
class-map match"iill 

. . ;;•·1J?:· 
matchlrfdscp lfL, 

--- 0'' "- '<-<''"' 

, --;;cn 

···~o[icy-mat>VOit~::: 
· ;Hass plati~um.;¢; 

J(:lority?,;QQ 
¢1/l,ss gold . . 

·· piilldwif:lWperc!n]?O ··:•:·:es··•••·'·' 
class brQilZ" : .;,;,. 
shape avera'ge. ~~0~00 
bandwidth.perdent,15 

. class silver ·.· ... 
·.'b~dwigtlt.~erce~ii§, 
class AF3. . 
policy~map SETQSCP ,.<•''i:':>f'r;.:: 

. class.Ef: .· 

. s~t·ds~~.ef 
'.class.AF.l 
.s~tds~.;p af1 
dassAF3 

. set dscp ~>'>·•p:• 
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. ~l.~ss•A.Fif 
. setdsop aflf .. 

··r··· ••• .p· ··22' "' 
•·> ~.}1,§$,0 .. ,., 
, ~: ~.et,!lscp ajll2 
· <Gtass·•A.F2J····· · 
, '£et d~RP at2~;; .. 
! 
! 
! •• ,: ... 
interfaceFastEtliemetQ!0 .·• 

"" ;,,,,; ' :.-> -·I>•, -''<',;io~f:~·.·o ;" · '', <-;vi_';;'J• 

ip addtess 22J,8,151.1255o~55,255,0 
service"polkyfi~lJut s~rU.S:cP ·; ·; 

.Joad-inter.val60> 
· speedlO.O 
full~4\iri1~x 

.,,:·. ' '' _, _____ f'' 

--- ;'' 

i!ltei.face Seriale/o 
iiQ~ ;~~~ress, •.• 

. ~9.;i;£ J?1l'out~;~~che.,,,70 • 
•···shtit€lowu · ::.• :::"'~"' · 
· . ¢i<K<ll9;ate 2op6ooo:·:·.: 
no.fajr-queu~ 
! . 

.. i~t~;face sruo/o ·":\;!:• 

· •nC:J•·ip addtless 
·· 'sntitaow~i•• · 
'\' "' ---- "' ' 

' !··· -~ fJ,fi!i;0;J;,.Y; •' 

iiit6rface l~\rstEtiiffiletO(t•::1~""•'" 1"·" 
ip addre;; :i 99:671'3.2 2s5'~ir~'5:is$.o 
service•P,glicy;g~tfmt Y.€?.~~ •. 
load"interval 60; · 
da]J!~;Cauto • · ...... ········ 

.• sp~e4auto 
q;.;•<· . 

.. :interface SerialO/l 

. ·:hahdwidtn2ooo · 
n~ ip adilies~·· 
rio ip mw.l.!t~~cac~~ . 
shutdoW:I ... ,, . 

··clocktate 200QQQ,Q 
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router rfp,, · . · 
· netwotk.22J .. 8, 1:5•1!@ 

·,,~'f''"?<'/, ,,, f,,, ', 

lJ~~l).~p servet? 
' .. ·"'f"" 'T .. ; !P;cS a§s ess < · ... •· . ::.,:;.. • 
itHoute 1o.o:o:o 2$5:0·.0.020.o.oJ·.· ··· ·.,.;. .... ;· .. 
. jl),;f6:~t~ .. 2o.d;(),o 2ss:~~~tto 199.6.licL · · · 

{, __ ,':'' ',',''''""'-" ,, 0',''•' ' ' ''"-'//'' •••••• 

.ip rol:lte.172:17:7.0 252,~~5255.0>1'99:6.13.1 
'0 ·.:·, ' ' >,;:;,_,;-e-<.: ,,,-~"''.:,·.· .. ·' ,'·:r':'''*,"'"' ., ' 

1p r?.!1~~}99.~,l:J'O 255•r255:25579.tPJlJ.10:0 
ip ro~t.\<.723.8".1S1.0,2.SS::t55,255,Q.l9J} .. 6.1:J,O ! " ' '·" .·;~::t~;'.,.··· ,., ' "> 

! "·.·J• .. '. ' •/ ' ' 

access.:Ji§t)OrpiJ~ituan';~~X.~X~~a:hge 16384 3?.'%~8 
.•· aecess-li~t, 102 Il~~it tcpr~~:~Kjeq tacacs 
ascess"li~M04p~~it tc]J,any:i!P.yeq www: 
a~cess-list"!'Q5 peiJhlt.tcpany·ilkr ..... . 

:;acfess-list.l08. pe~t,tcp ll!).y. ~Y. eq .telti~JJ, • 
;;~aseess-lisfi 09 petmlfl:cp ;my any. eq smtp .·.·. 
;aceess-list 110pefi\11!''tcp any ;my eq ftP• ·. •·· 
smfiJi:'serv(r~'bmrn.unity public RO · 
~rlijijkserver;ertable;traps tty . · . 

. : ,,,y_," .:;~\:i{-2/<·' '' 

·:li~eco~ 0 
~~e~~timeo~to o 

; Ji®s]-lort output n0ne 
. tln,¥~1!1Jx o '::'; . ,,.,. " 
, Jiru;,gty 0 4 · 
,Rl!S~word '7/0213 J.!tlztf.l 

· lo!}in ·· · >.'u•.:c' 
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Configuring RIP 

This chapter describes how to configure RIP. For a complete description of the RIP commands that 
appear in this chapter, refer to the "RIP Commands" chapter of the Network Protocols Command 
Reference, Part 1. To locate documentation of other commands that appear in this chapter, use the 
command reference master index or search online. 

The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is a relatively old, but still commonly used, interior gateway 
protocol (IGP) created for use in small, homogeneous networks. It is a classical distance-vector 
routing protocol. RIP is documented in RFC I 058. 

RIP uses broadcast User Datagram Protocol (UDP) data packets to exchange routing information. 
The Cisco lOS software sends routing information updates every 30 seconds; this process is termed 
advertising. If a router does not receive an update from another router for 180 seconds or more, it 
marks the routes served by the nonupdating router as being unusable. If there is still no update after 
240 seconds, the router removes all routing table entries for the nonupdating router. 

The metric that RIP uses to rate the value of different routes is hop count. The hop count is the 
number of routers that can be traversed in a route. A directly connected network has a metric of zero; 
an unreachable network has a metric of 16. This small range of metrics makes RIP an unsuitable 
routing protocol for large networks. 

If the router has a default network path, RIP advertises a route that links the router to the 
pseudonetwork 0.0.0.0. The network 0.0.0.0 does not exist; RIP treats 0.0.0.0 as a network to 
implement the default routing feature. The Cisco !OS software will advertise the default network if 
a default was learned by RIP, or if the router has a gateway oflast resort and RIP is configured with 
a default metric. 

RIP sends updates to the interfaces in the specified networks. If an interface's network is not 
specified, it will not be advertised in any RIP update. 

Cisco's implementation of RIP Version 2 supports plain text and MD5 authentication, route 
summarization, classless interdomain routing (CIDR), and variable-length subnet masks (VLSMs). 

For protocol-independent features, which also apply to RIP, see the chapter "Configuring IP Routing 
Protocol-Independent Features" in this document. 

:IP Configuration Task List 
To configure RIP, complete the tasks in the following sections. You must enable RIP. The remaining 
tasks are optional. 

• Enable RIP 

• Allow Unicast Updates for RIP 
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able RIP 

nable RIP 

• Apply Offsets to Routing Metrics 

• Adjust Timers 

• Specify a RIP Version 

• Enable RIP Authentication 

• Disable Route Summarization 

• Run IGRP and RIP Concurrently 

• Disable the Validation of Source IP Addresses 

• Enable or Disable Split Horizon 

• Configure Interpacket Delay 

For information about the following topics, see the "Configuring IP Routing Protocol-Independent 
Features" chapter: 

• Filtering RIP information 

• Key management (available in RIP Version 2) 

• VLSM 

To enable RIP, perform the following tasks, starting in global configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Step 1 Enable a RIP routing process, which router rip 
places you in router configuration mode. 

Step 2 Associate a network with a RIP routing network network-number 
process. 

llow Unicast Updates for RIP 
Because RIP is normally a broadcast protocol, in order for RIP routing updates to reach 
nonbroadcast networks, you must configure the Cisco !OS software to permit this exchange of 
routing information. To do so, perform the following task in router configuration mode: 

Task 

Define a neighboring router with which to 
exchange routing information. 

Command 

neighbor ip-address 

To control the set of interfaces with which you want to exchange routing updates, you can disable 
the sending of routing updates on specified interfaces by configuring the passive-interface 
command. See the discussion on filtering in the "Filter Routing Information" section in the 
"Configuring IP Routing Protocol-Independent Features" chapter. 
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Apply Offsets to Routing Metrics 

.pply Offsets to Routing Metrics 
An offset list is the mechanism for increasing incoming and outgoing metrics to routes learned via 
RIP. This is done to provide a local mechanism for increasing the value of routing metrics. 
Optionally, you can limit the offset list with either an access list or an interface. To increase the value 
of routing metrics, perform the following task in router configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Apply an offset to routing rnetrics. offset-list [access-list-number] name] {in I out} offset 
[rype number] 

djust Timers 
Routing protocols use several timers that determine such variables as the frequency of routing 
updates, the length of time before a route becomes invalid, and other parameters. You can adjust 
these timers to tune routing protocol performance to better suit your internetwork needs. You can 
make the following timer adjustments: 

• The rate (time in seconds between updates) at which routing updates are sent 

• The interval of time (in seconds) after which aroute is declared invalid 

• The interval (in seconds) during which routing information regarding better paths is suppressed 

• The amount of time (in seconds) that must pass before a route is removed from the routing table 

• The amount of time for which routing updates will be postponed 

It also is possible to tune the IP routing support in the software to enable faster convergence of the 
various IP routing algorithms, and, hence, quicker fallback to redundant routers. The total effect is 
to minimize disruptions to end users of the network in situations where quick recovery is essential. 

To adjust the timers, perform the following task in router configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Adjust routing protocol timers. timers basic update invalid holddownjlush [sleeptime] 

pecify a RIP Version 
Cisco's implementation of RIP Version 2 supports authentication, key management, route 
summarization, classless interdomain routing (CIDR), and variable-length subnet masks (VLSMs). 
Key management and VLSM are described in the chapter "Configuring IP Routing 
Protocol-Independent Features." 

By default, the software receives RIP Version 1 and Version 2 packets, but sends only Version 1 
packets. You can configure the software to receive and send only Version 1 packets. Alternatively, 
you can configure the software to receive and send only Version 2 packets. To do so, perform the 
following task in router configuration mode: 

Task 

Configure the software to receive and send only 
RIP Version I or only RIP Version 2 packets. 

Command 

version {112} 
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1able RIP Authentication 

The preceding task controls the default behavior of RIP. You can override that behavior by 
configuring a particular interface to behave differently. To control which RIP version an interface 
sends, perform one of the following tasks in interface configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Configure an interface to send only RIP Version I ip rip send version 1 
packets. 

Configure an interface to send only RIP Version 2 ip rip send version 2 
packets. 

Configure an interface to send RIP Version I and ip rip send version 1 2 
Version 2 packets. 

Similarly, to control how packets received from an interface are processed, perform one of the 
following tasks in interface configuration mode: 

Task 

Configure an interface to accept only RIP 
Version 1 packets. 

Configure an interface to accept only RIP 
Version 2 packets. 

Configure an interface to accept either RIP 
Version 1 or 2 packets. 

nable RIP Authentication 

Command 

ip rip receive version 1 

ip rip receive version 2 

ip rip receive version 1 2 

RIP Version I does not support authentication. If you are sending and receiving RIP Version 2 
packets, you can enable RIP authentication on an interface. 

The key chain determines the set of keys that can be used on the interface. If a key chain is not 
configured, no authentication is perfonned on that interface, not even the default authentication. 
Therefore, you must also perform the tasks in the section "Manage Authentication Keys" in the 
"Configuring IP Routing Protocol-Independent Features" chapter. 

We support two modes of authentication on an interface for which RIP authentication is enabled: 
plain text authentication and MD5 authentication. The default authentication in every RIP Version 2 
packet is plain text authentication. 

Note Do not use plain text authentication in RIP packets for security purposes, because the 
unencrypted authentication key is sent in every RIP Version 2 packet. Use plain text authentication 
when security is not an issue, for example, to ensure that misconfigured hosts do not participate in 
routing. 

To configure RIP authentication, perform the following tasks in interface configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Step 1 Enable RIP authentication. ip rip authentication key-chain name-ofchain 

Step 2 Configure the interface to use MD5 ip rip authentication mode {text I md5} 
digest authentication (or let it default to 
plain text authentication). 
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Disable Route Summarization 

Task Command 

Step 3 Perform the authentication key 
management tasks. 

See the section "Manage Authentication Keys" in the 
''Configuring IP Routing Protocol~ Independent 
Feahlres" chapter. 

See the "Key Management Examples" section of the "Configuring IP Routing Protocol-Independent 
Features" chapter for key management examples. 

isable Route Summarization 
RIP Version 2 supports automatic route summarization by default. The software summarizes 
subprefixes to the classful network boundary when crossing classful network boundaries. 

If you have disconnected subnets, disable automatic route summarization to advertise the subnets. 
When route summarization is disabled, the software transmits subnet and host routing information 
across classful network boundaries. To disable automatic summarization, perform the following task 
in router configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Disable automatic summarization. no auto-summary 

un IGRP and RIP Concurrently 
It is possible to run IGRP and RIP concurrently. The IGRP information will override the RIP 
information by default because of IGRP's administrative distance. 

However, running IGRP and RIP concurrently does not work well when the network topology 
changes. Because IGRP and RIP have different update timers, and because they require different 
amounts oftime to propagate routing updates, one part of the network will end up believing IGRP 
routes and another part will end up believing RIP routes. This will result in routing loops. Even 
though these loops do not exist for very long, the time to live (TTL) will quickly reach zero, and 
ICMP will send a "TTL exceeded" message. This message will cause most applications to stop 
attempting network connections. 

isable the Validation of Source IP Addresses 
By default, the software validates the source IP address of incoming RIP routing updates. If that 
source address is not valid, the software discards the routing update. 

You might want to disable this feature if you have a router that is "off network" and you want to 
receive its updates. However, disabling this feature is not recommended under normal 
circumstances. To disable the default function that validates the source IP addresses of incoming 
routing updates, petform the following task in router configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Disable the validation of the source IP address of no validate-update-source 
incoming RIP routing updates. 
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oable or Disable Split Horizon 

.nable or Disable Split Horizon 
Normally, routers that are connected to broadcast-type IP networks and that use distance-vector 
routing protocols employ the split horizon mechanism to reduce the possibility of routing loops. 
Split horizon blocks information about routes from being advertised by a router out of any interface 
from which that information originated. This behavior usually optimizes communications among 
multiple routers, particularly when links are broken. However, with non broadcast networks (such as 
Frame Relay and SMDS), sitnations can arise for which this behavior is less than ideal. For these 
sitnations, you might want to disable split horizon. This applies to IGRP and RIP. 

If an interface is configured with secondary IP addresses and split horizon is enabled, updates might 
not be sourced by every secondary address. One routing update is sourced per network number 
unless split horizon is disabled. 

To enable or disable split horizon, perform the following tasks in interface configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Enable split horizon. ip split-horizon 

Disable split horizon. no ip split-horizon 

Split horizon for Frame Relay and SMDS encapsulation is disabled by default. Split horizon is not 
disabled by default for interfaces using any of the X.25 encapsulations. For all other encapsulations, 
split horizon is enabled by default. 

See the "Split Horizon Examples" section at the end of this chapter for examples of using split 
horizon. 

Note In general, changing the state of the default is not recommended unless you are certain that 
your application requires making a change in order to advertise routes properly. Remember: If split 
horizon is disabled on a serial interface (and that interface is attached to a packet-switched network), 
you must disable split horizon for all routers in any relevant multicast groups on that network. 

:onfigure lnterpacket Delay 
By default, the software adds no delay between packets in a multiple-packet RIP update being sent. 
If you have a high-end router sending to a low-speed router, you might want to add such interpacket 
delay to RIP updates, in the range of 8 to 50 milliseconds. To do so, perform the following task in 
router configuration mode: 

Task Command 

Add interpacket delay for RIP updates sent. output-delay delay 

tiP Configuration Examples 
This section contains the following RIP configuration examples: 

• Split Horizon Examples 
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RIP Configuration Examples 

plit Horizon Examples 
Two examples of configuring split horizon are provided. 

Example 1 
The following sample configuration illustrates a simple example of disabling split horizon on a serial 
linl<. In this example, the serial link is connected to an X.25 network. 

interface serial 0 
encapsulation x25 
no ip split-horizon 

Example 2 
In the next example, Figure 16 illustrates a typical situation in which the no ip split-horizon 
interface configuration command would be useful. This figure depicts two IP subnets that are both 
accessible via a serial interface on Router C (connected to Frame Relay network). In this example, 
the serial interface on Router C accommodates one of the subnets via the assignment of a secondary 
IP address. 

The Ethernet interfaces for Router A, Router B, and Router C (connected to IP networks 12.13.50.0, 
I 0.20.40.0, and 20.155.120.0) all have split horizon enabled by default, while the serial interfaces 
connected to networks 128.125.1.0 and 131.108.1.0 all have split horizon disabled by default. The 
partial interface configuration specifications for each router that follow Figure 16 illustrate that the 
ip split-horizon command is not explicitly configured under normal conditions for any of the 
interfaces. 

Figure 16 Disabled Split Horizon Example for Frame Relay Network 

Network address: 

Network address: 

Interface address: 
128.125.1.1 

Interface address: 
128.125.1.2 

Network 
address: 

128.125.1.0 

Network address: 

Interface address: 
131.108.1.2 

Frame Relay 
network 
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IP Configuration Examples 

In this example, split horizon must be disabled in order for network 128.125.0.0 to be advertised into 
network 131.1 08.0.0, and vice versa. These subnets overlap at Router C, interface SO. If split horizon 
were enabled on serial interface SO, it would not advertise a route back into the Frame Relay network 
for either of these networks. 

Configuration for Router A 
interface ethernet 1 
ip address 12.13.50.1 

interface serial 1 
ip address 128.125.1.2 
encapsulation frame-relay 
no ip split-horizon 

Configuration for Router B 
interface ethernet 2 
ip address 20.155.120.1 

I 
interface serial 2 
ip address 131.108.1.2 
encapsulation frame-relay 
no ip split-horizon 

Configuration for Router C 
interface ethernet 0 
ip address 10.20.40.1 

interface serial 0 
ip address 128.124.1.1 
ip address 131.108.1.1 secondary 
encapsulation frame-relay 
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Introduction 

This document describes how to set the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) values in Quality of 
Service (QoS) configurations on a Cisco router, and it summarizes the relationship between DSCP and IP 
precedence. 

Prerequisites 

Requirements 

You should be familiar with the fields in the IP header and Cisco lOS® CLI 

Components Used 

This document is not restricted to specific software and hardware versions. 

The information presented in this document was created from devices in a specific lab environment. All of the 
devices used in this document started with a cleared (default) configuration. If you are working in a live 
network, ensure that you understand the potential impact of any command before using it. 

Background Theory 

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) is a new model in which traffic is treated by intermediate systems with 
relative priorities based on the type of services (ToS) field. Defined in RFC 2474 and RFC 2475, the DiffServ 
standard supersedes the original specification for defining packet priority described in RFC 791 . DiffServ 
increases the number of definable priority levels by reallocating bits of an IP packet for priority marking. 
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The DiffServ architecture defines the DiffServ (DS) field, which supersedes the ToS field in IPv4 to make 
per-hop behavior (PHB) decisions about packet classification and traffic conditioning functions, such as 
metering, marking, shaping, and policing. 

The RFCs do not dictate the way to implement PHBs; this is the responsibility of the vendor. Cisco 
implements queuing techniques that can base their PHB on the IP precedence or DSCP value in the IP header 
of a packet. Based on DSCP or IP precedence, traffic can be put into a particular service class. Packets within 
a service class are treated the same way. 

Conventions 

For more information on document conventions, refer to Cisco Technical Tips Conventions. 

Differentiated Services Code Point 

The six most significant bits of the DiffServ field is called as the DSCP. The last two Currently Unused (CU) 
bits in the DiffServ field were not defined within the DiffServ field architecture; these are now used as 
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) bits. Routers at the edge of the network classify packets and mark 
them with either the IP Precedence or DSCP value in a Diffserv network. Other network devices in the core 
that support Diffserv use the DSCP value in the IP header to select a PHB behavior for the packet and provide 
the appropriate QoS treatment. 

The diagrams in this section show a comparison between the ToS byte defined by RFC 791 and the DiffServ 
field. 

ToSByte 

lcuo 
• IP precedence three bits (P2 to PO) 
• Delay, Throughput and Reliability three bits (T2 to TO) 
• CU (Currently Unused) two bits(CUI-CUO) 

DiffServ Field 

I DSS I D~4 I D~J D~<l IlCW llCW 

• DSCP six bits (DS5-DSO) 
• ECN two bits 

The standardized DiffServ field of the packet is marked with a value so that the packet receives a particular 
forwarding treatment or PHB, at each network node. 

The default DSCP is 000 000. Class selector DSC~s are values that are backward compatible with IP 
precedence. When converting between IP precedeqce and DSCP, match the three most significant bits. In 
other words: 

IP Prec 5 (101) maps to IP DSCP 101 000 

ToS Byte 
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'· DiffServ Field 

g g g g 

The DiffServ standard utilizes the same precedence bits (the most significant bits DS5, DS4 and DS3) for 
priority setting, but further clarifies the definitions, offering fmer granularity through the use of the next three 
bits in the DSCP. DiffServ reorganizes and renames the precedence levels (still defined by the three most 
significant bits of the DSCP) into these categories (the levels are explained in greater detail in this document): 

6 

5 

0 

Stays the same (link layer and routing protocol 
keep alive) 

With this system, a device prioritizes traffic by class first. Then it differentiates and prioritizes same-class 
traffic, taking the drop probability into account. 

The DiffServ standard does not specify a precise definition of"low," "medium,'' and "high" drop probability. 
Not all devices recognize the DiffServ (DS2 and DS I) settings; and even when these settings are recognized, 
they do not necessarily trigger the same PHB forwarding action at each network node. Each node implements 
its own response based on how it is configured. 

Assured Forwarding 

RFC 2597 defines the assured forwarding (AF) PHB and describes it as a means for a provider DS domain to 
offer different levels of forwarding assurances for IP packets received from a customer DS domain. The 
Assured Forwarding PHB guarantees a certain amount of bandwidth to an AF class and allows access to extra 
bandwidth, if available. There are four AF classes, AFlx through AF4x. Within each class, there are three 
drop probabilities. Depending on a given network's policy, packets can be selected for a PHB based on 
required throughput, delay, jitter, loss or according to priority of access to network services. 

Classes 1 to 4 are referred to as AF classes. The following table illustrates the DSCP coding for specifying the 
AF class with the probability. Bits DS5, DS4 and DS3 define the class; bits DS2 and DSI specify the drop 
probability; bit DSO is always zero. 
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AF11 AF21 AF31 AF41 

DSCPIO DSCP18 DSCP26 DSCP 34 

001100 

Medium 
AF12 

010100 011100 100100 

DSCP12 
AF22 AF32 AF42 

001110 DSCP 20 DSCP28 DSCP36 

High 
AF13 

010110 011110 100110 

DSCP14 
AF23 AF33 AF43 

DSCP 22 DSCP 30 DSCP38 

Expedited Forwarding 

RFC 2598 defines the Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB: "The EF PHB can be used to build a low loss, low 
latency, low jitter, assured bandwidth, end-to-end service through DS (Diffserv) domains. Such a service 
appears to the endpoints like a point-to- point connection or a "virtual leased line." This service has also been 
described as Premium service." Codepoint 101110 is recommended for the EF PHB. 

Again, vendor-specific mechanisms need to be configured to implement these PHBs. Refer to RFC 2598 for 
more information about EF PHB. 

Using the DSCP Field 

There are three ways you can use the DSCP field: 

• Classifier Select a packet based on the contents of some portions of the packet header and apply PHB 
based on service characteristic defined by the DSCP value. 

• Marker Set the DSCP field based on the traffic profile. 
• Metering Check compliance to traffic profile using either a shaper or dropper function. 

Cisco lOS software considers the precedence bits of the ToS field ifthere is traffic that is queued in Weighted 
Fair Queuing (WFQ), Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED), or Weighted Round Robin (WRR). The 
precedence bits are not considered when Policy Routing, Priority Queuing (PQ), Custom Queuing (CQ), or 
Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ) are configured. 

Packet Classification 

Packet classification involves using a traffic descriptor to categorize a packet within a specific group and 
making the packet accessible for QoS handling in the network. Using packet classification, you can partition 
network traffic into multiple priority levels or a class of service (CoS). 

You can use either access lists (ACLs) or the match command in the modular QoS CLI to match on DSCP 
values. For more information on how to use ACLs, refer to Quality of Service for the Cisco 
7200/7500.Selecting a DSCP value in the match command was introduced in Cisco !OS Software Release 
12.1(5)T. 

Routerl{config)# access-list 101 permit ip any any? 
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Match packets with given dscp value 
Check non-initial fragments 
Log matches against this entry 

dscp 
fragments 
log 
log-input 
precedence 
time-range 
tos 

Log matches against this entry, including input interface 
Match packets with given precedence value 
Specify a time-range 
Match packets with given TOS value 

When you specifY the ip dscp value in the class map command, you have these: 

Router(config)# class-map match-all VOIP 
1751-uutl(config-cmap)# match ip dscp ? 

<0-63> Differentiated services codepoint value 
af11 Match packets with AF11 dscp (001010) 

af12 Match packets with AF12 dscp (001100) 

afl3 Match packets with AF13 dscp (001110) 

af21 Match packets with AF21 dscp (010010) 

af22 Match packets with AF22 dscp (010100) 

af23 Match packets with AF23 dscp (010110) 

af31 Match packets with AF31 dscp (011010) 

af32 Match packets with AF32 dscp (011100) 

af33 Match packets with AF33 dscp (011110) 

af41 Match packets with AF41 dscp (100010) 

af42 Match packets with AF42 dscp (100100) 

af43 Match packets with AF43 dscp (100110) 

cs1 Match packets with CSl(precedence 1) dscp (001000) 

cs2 Match packets with CS2(precedence 2) dscp (010000) 

cs3 Match packets with CS3(precedence 3) dscp (011000) 

cs4 Match packets with CS4{precedence 4) dscp (100000) 

cs5 Match packets with CSS(precedence 5) dscp (101000) 

cs6 Match packets with CSG(precedence 6) dscp (110000) 

cs7 Match packets with CS7(precedence 7) dscp (111000) 

default Match packets with default dscp (000000) 

ef Match packets with EF dscp (101110) 

Router1(config-cmap)# match ip dscp af31 

Marking 

The DSCP can be set to a desired value at the edge of the network in order to make it easy for core devices to 
classifY the packet as shown in the Packet Classification section and provide a suitable level of service. 
Class-Based Packet Marking can be used to set the DSCP value as shown here: 

policy-map pack-multimedia-SM 

!--- Creates a policy map named pack-multimedia-5M. 

class management 

!--- Specifies the policy to be created for the 
!--- traffic classified by class management. 

bandwidth 50 
set ip dscp 8 

!--- Sets the DSCP value of the packets matching 
!--- class management to B. 
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class Cl 
priority 1248 
set ip dscp 40 

class voice-signalling 
bandwidth 120 
set ip dscp 24 

Using Committed Access Rate or Class-Based Policing 

Committed Access Rate and Class-Based Policing are traffic regulation mechanisms, used to regulate traffic 
flow to conform with the agreed upon service parameters. These mechanisms along with DSCP can be used to 
provide different levels of service to conforming and non-conforming traffic by appropriately modifYing the 
DSCP value, as shown in this section. 

Refer to Configuring Traffic Policing and Comparing Class-Based Policing and Committed Access Rate for 
more information. 

interface Serial1/0.1 point-to-point 

bandwidth 5000 
ip address 192.168.126.134 255.255.255.252 
rate-limit output access-group 150 8000 1500 2000 conform-action 

set-dscp-transmit 10 exceed-action set-dscp-transmit 20 

1--- For traffic matching access list 150, sets the DSCP value of conforming traffic 
!-- to 10 and that of non-conforming traffic to 20. 

rate-limit output access-group 152 8000 1500 2000 conform-action 
set-dscp-transmit 15 exceed-action set-dscp-transmit 25 

rate-limit output access-group 154 8000 1500 2000 conform-action 
set-dscp-transmit 18 exceed-action set-dscp-transmit 28 

frame-relay interface-dlci 17 
class shaper-multimedia-5M 

DSCP-Compliant WRED 

Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED), selectively discards lower-priority traffic when the interface 
begins to get congested. WRED can provide differentiated performance characteristics for different CoS. This 
differentiated service can be on basis ofthe DSCP, as shown here: 

class C2 
bandwidth 1750 
random-detect dscp-based 

!--- Enable dscp-based WRED as drop policy. 

random-detect exponential-weighting-constant 7 

!--- Specifies the exponential weight factor for the 
!--- average queue size calculation for the queue. 

random-detect dscp 16 48 145 10 

!--- Specifies the minimum and maximum queue thresholds 
!--- for each DSCP value. 

random-detect dscp 32 145 435 10 
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Refer to the DiffServ Compliant WRED section of Congestion Avoidance Overview for more information. 

Known Issues in Cisco lOS Software 12.2 Release Trains 

For more information on the following bugs, You can use the Bug Toolkit (registered customers only) for more 
information on these bugs: 

• CSCdt63295 (registered customers only) lfyou fail to set the ToS byte with the new DSCP marking 
commands on the dial peers (set to 0) in Cisco lOS Software Release 12.2.2T, then packets will not be 
marked and they will remain with a ToS set to 0. 

• CSCdt74738 (registered customers only) Support for the set ip dscp command on the Cisco 7200 router 
and lower-end platforms for the for multicast packets should be available as of Cisco lOS Software 
Release 12.2(3.6) and later. 

Related Information 

• Implementing DiffServ for End-to-End Quality of Service Overview 
• Using Content Networking to Provide Quality of Service 
• Cisco lOS Software: Quality-of-Service: The Differentiated Services Model (DiffServ) 
• Control Plane DSCP Support for RSVP 
• Diff-Serv-aware Traffic Engineering (DS-TE) 
• Differentiated Services Compliant Distributed Weighted Random Early Detection 
• RFC 3168: The Addition of Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to IP 
• Quality of Service (QoS) Support Pages 
• Technical Support - Cisco Systems 

All contents are Copyright© 1992-2006 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. Important Notices and Privacy Statement. 
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:o SYSTEMS 

'A SHEET 

Updated: August 2005 

:CHALLENGE 

anizations delivering network-based services need powerful end-to-end solutions to effectively and predictably deliver the differing Quality-of

'ice (QoS) requirements of voice, video, and data applications. Voice, for example, requires a small but assured amount of bandwidth, low delay, 

jitter and low packet loss. A data application such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP) needs more bandwidth, but can tolerate the delay and jitter. 

:SOLUTION 

:o lOS® Software DiftServ offers application-level QoS and traffic management in an architecture that incorporates mechanisms to control 

iwidth, delay, jitter and packet loss. Cisco Diffserv complements the Cisco IntServ offering by providing a more scalable architecture for end-to

QoS. This scalability is achieved by the mechanisms controlling QoS at an aggregate level. Application traffic can be categorized into multiple 

ses (aggregates), with QoS parameters defined for each class. A typical arrangement would be to categorize traffic into premium, gold, silver, 

1ze, and best-effort classes. 

~NDARDS-BASED 

:o lOS Software Dif!Serv is fully compliant with the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standards defined in RFC 2474, RFC 2475, RFC 

7 and RFC 2598. This solution leverages the new IETF definition of the 1Pv4 Type of Service (ToS) octet in the IP packet-header by utilizing the 

erentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field to classify packets into any of the 64 possible classes. When the packets are classified, IETF-defined 

Hop Behaviors (PHBs) including Assured Forwarding (AF) and Expedited Forwarding (EF) are implemented using Cisco QoS tool sets. Traffic 

is characterized as EF will receive the lowest latency, jitter and assured bandwidth services which is suitable for applications such as Voice over 

VoiP). AF allows carving out the bandwidth between multiple classes in a network according to desired policies. As a value-add, this 

lementation also allows a construction of user-defined PHBs, beyond the scope of AF and EF. DSCP code points other than the ones reserved for 

EF and best effort service can be associated with an arbitrary PHB. 

,co lOS SOFTWARE: QUALITY-OF-SERVICE APPLICATIONS 

1e Enterprise environment, QoS policies must allow critical business applications to receive requisite resources, while ensuring other applications 

not neglected. By classifying the application traffic into premium, gold, silver and other classes, a baseline methodology is set to provide end-to

QoS. Diffserv enables this classification by utilizing the DSCP field. Using Cisco DiffServ, a properly designed network can deliver assured 

dwidth, low latency, low jitter and packet loss for voice while simultaneously ensuring slices of available bandwidth to other classes. 

vice Providers want to provide value-added services to their customers by providing blanket Service Level Agreements (SLAs), as well as 

lication-specific assurances (aSLAs). It is possible, for example, to divide a customer's traffic at the network edge into gold, silver, and bronze 

ses (also referred to as olympic service) and provide relative I absolute assurances to each. Cisco also provides for mapping the per-class IP QoS 

1irements into Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Classification on Flows (CoS) parameters, providing mechanisms both at the edge and the 

~.Within the Service Provider network, Cisco enables end-to-end QoS, via Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)-Diffserv. :tv1PLS could also 

1sed as a reference mechanism to translate the IP QoS to MPLS QoS. 
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hitectural Components 

:ket Classification 

cets entering a DiffServ domain or region (collection ofDiffServ routers) can be classified in a variety of ways-from IP source and destination 

·esses, Layer 4 protocol and port numbers, incoming interface, MAC address, IP precedence, the DSCP value, Layer 2 information (such as 

te-relay DE bits, Ethernet 802.1 p bits), and the Cisco value-added mechanism Network Based Application Recognition (NBAR). Once these 

;:ets are classified on the basis of the criteria mentioned above, they can be processed, conditioned and marked. Packet classification and other 

hanisms can all be performed within the Cisco Modular QoS CLI (MQC), a modular technique to separate packet classification from the policy 

ied to the classes, from the application of the policy on an interface or subMinterface. 

:ket Marking 

1Pv4 Type of Service {ToS) octet has been redefined from the 3-bit IPMprecedence to a 6-bit DSCP field (Figure 1 ). Packets can be marked with 

rbitrary DSCP value I standard values, corresponding to the appropriate AF (Figure 2), EF or user defined class. For example, EF is designated 

he codepoint "1 0111 0". Cisco lOS Software also supports class-selector codepoints, which is a method of marking the 6 DSCP bits that are 

tpatible with systems that only support the IF-precedence scheme. These codepoints are in the form of"xyzOOO", where x, y, and z can represent a 

0. The codepoint for best-effort traffic will be set to "000000". This implementation brings additional value-add by also allowing packets to be 

ked with an arbitrary DSCP, and mapping them to a locally significant (non-AF/EF/default) PHB. This allows for construction of new and 

riously unavailable services. 

ure 1. DiffServ Codepoint Field 

Bits 

DS·Field · 

Differentiated Services Codepoint (DSCP) 
RFC2474 

Currently 
Unused 

© 2005 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reseJVed. 
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ure 2. The Original 1Pv4 ToS Byte 

Bits 0 

1Pv4 TOS Byte 

. . 
' 
'-----r----i. 

RFC 11.22 : 
~------y-------J 

RFC 1349 Ze.ro 

Bits (0-2): IP-Precedence Defined 
111 - Network Control 

Bits (3-6): The Type of Service Defined 
0000 - [all normal] 

110- Internetwork Control 
10 1 - CRITIC/EdP 
100- Flash Override 
011- Flash 
101 - Immediate 
00 1 - Priority 
000- Routine 

e 1. DiffServ AF Codepoint Table 

OP Precedence Class #1 

'N Drop Precedence (AF11) 

001010 

dlum Drop Precedence (AF12) 

001100 

1h Drop Precedence (AF13) 

001110 

nc Conditioning 

1000 - [minimize delay] 
0100- [maximize throughput] 
0010 ~[maximize reliability] 
0001 - [minimize monetary cost] 

Cla~ss #2 Class #3 Class #4 

(AF21) (AF31) (AF41) 

010010 011010 100010 

(AF22) (AF32) (AF42) 

010100 011100 100100 

(AF23) (AF33) (AF43) 

010110 011110 100110 

~edge of the network, this component is logically responsible for classifying, marking, metering, and shaping or policing the packets entering 

~twork. In the Cisco lOS Diffserv model, classification and marking are done using the MQC. Metering is done using a token bucket algorithm, 

ng is done using class-based traffic shaping or class-based frame relay traffic shaping and policing is done using class-based policing. On the 

add side, Cisco also provides for the per-class accounting Management Information Base (MIB) and statistics for each class (regardless of 

!stion) can be gathered for management purposes. 

:y/PHB Enforcing 

e packet leaves the Ingress Router, and enters the network core, PHBs are enforced, depending on the packet marking, with the appropriate 

) . EF can be implemented using Low Latency Queueing (LLQ). AFxy PHBs can be implemented using Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing 

vFQ) and Weighted Random Early Detect (WRED), Class Based Policing, or Class Based Traffic Shaping (CBTS). Locally defined PHBs can 

•e constructed using the same tools-LLQ, CBWFQ, and WRED. 
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'le 2. Key Cisco lOS Diffserv Features and Benefits 

fatures Benefits 

111/ETF Compliancy 

1cket Classifications via DSCP 

andard and User Defined PHBs 

odular QoS CLI 

~.EF and Arbitrary Classes 

'TWARE SUPPORT 

Standards based QoS that can be applied end-to-end 

Scalability-Fewer states are stored at the core of the network 
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Which Routing Protocol Should My 
Network Use? 
Date: Sep 30, 2005 By Russ White, Alvaro Retana, Don Slice. Sample Chapter is 
provided courtesy of Cisco Press. 

One of the toughest questions facing network engineers is which routing protocol to use. 
Each has its strengths, and each works better with some network designs than with others. 
This chapter will help you decide which routing protocol is best for your particular 
network. 

Among all the thorny questions that network engineers are asked on a regular basis, 
probably among the hardest is this one: 

• My network currently runs Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol 
(EIGRP). Would I be better offifi switched to Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)? 

You can replace the two protocols mentioned in this sentence with any pair of protocols 
among the advanced interior gateway protocols (OSPF, Intermediate System-to
Intermediate System [IS-IS] and EIGRP), and you have described a question that routing 
protocol engineers are asked probably thousands of times a year. Of course, convergence 
is always faster on the other side of the autonomous system boundary, so to speak, so it is 
always tempting to jump to another protocol as soon as a problem crops up with the one 
you are runnmg. 

How do you answer this question in real life? You could try the standard, "It depends," 
but does this really answer the question? The tactic in the Routing Protocols Escalation 
Team was to ask them questions until they went away, but none of these answers really 
helps the network operator or designer really answer the question, "How do you decide 
which protocol is the best?" 

Three questions are embedded within this question, really, and it is easier to think about 
them independently: 

• Is one protocol, in absolute terms, "better" than all the other protocols, in all 
situations? 

• If the answer to this first question is "No," does each routing protocol exhibit 
some set of characteristics that indicate it would fit some situations (specifically, 
network topologies) better than others? 

• After you have laid out the basics, what is the tradeoff in living with what you 
currently have versus switching to another routing protocol? What factors do you 
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need to consider when doing the cost/benefit analysis involved in switching from 
one routing protocol to another? 

This appendix takes you through each of these three questions. This might be the first and 
last time that you hear a network engineer actually answer the question, "Which routing 
protocol should I use?" so get ready for a whirlwind tour through the world of routing. 

Is One Protocol "Better" Than the Others? 

The first thing you need to do with this sort of question is to qualify it: "What do you 
mean by better?" Some protocols are easier to configure and manage, others are easier to 
troubleshoot, some are more flexible, and so on. Which one are you going to look at? 

This appendix examines ease of troubleshooting and convergence time. You could 
choose any number of other measures, including these: 

• Ease of management-What do the Management Information Bases (MIBs) of 
the protocol cover? What sorts of show commands are available for taking a 
network baseline? 

• Ease of configuration-How many commands will the average configuration 
require in your network configuration? Is it possible to configure several routers 
in your network with the same configuration? 

• On-the-wire efficiency-How much bandwidth does the routing protocol take up 
while in steady state, and how much could it take up, at most, when converging in 
response to a major network event? 

Ease of Troubleshooting 

The average uptime (or reliability) of a network is affected by two elements: 

• How often does the network fail? 
• How long does it take to recover from a failure? 

The network design and your choice of equipment (not just the vendor and operating 
system, but also putting the right piece of equipment into each role and making certain 
that each device has enough memory, and so on) play heavily into the first element. The 
design of the network also plays into the second element. The piece often forgotten about 
when considering the reliability of a network is how long it takes to find and fix, or 
troubleshoot, the network when it fails. 

Ease of management plays a role in the ease of troubleshooting, of course; if it is hard to 
take a baseline of what the network is supposed to look like, you will not do so on a 
regular basis, and you will have a dated picture to troubleshoot from. The tools available 
for troubleshooting are also important. Of course, this is going to vary between the 
implementations of the protocols; here, implementations in Cisco lOS Software illustrate 
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the concepts. Table G-1 outlines some of the troubleshooting tools that are available in 
EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS, in Cisco lOS Software. 

Table G-1 Cisco lOS Software Troubleshooting Tools for EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS 

EIGRP OSPF IS-IS 

Packets 
state; Neighbor formation state; exchanged Debug 

Neighbors 
Neighbor formation 
hello packets. hello packets. during neighbor 

formation. 

Log Neighbor y 
State es. Yes. No. 

Packets . exchanged Packets flooded, with 
Debug Database (updates, rephes, and so filt fi ·fi f 
Exchange and on), with filters per .nf1 ers o: spec! IC proukmg Packets flooded. 
Packets · hb "or a . fi . 1 ormatiOn. ac ets 

ne1g or or 1' spec1 1c retransmitted. 
route. 

Debug 
Interactions with y 
th R 

. es. 
e outmg 

No. 

Table 

Debug 
Selection 
Process 

Route 

Show Database 

Yes (DUAL1 FSM2 events). Yes (SPF3 events). 

Yes, by specific route and Yes, by LSA 4 type 
route state. advertising router. 

No. 

Yes 
events). 

(SPF 

Y b Lsp5 
and es, y 

ID or type of 
route. 

Event Log 
Yes; understandable if you Yes; only understandable 
comprehend DUAL and its if you have access to the No. 
associated terminology. source code. 

1 DUAL= Diffusing Update Algorithm 

2 FSM = finite state machine 

3 SPF = shortest path first 

4 LSA = link -state advertisement 

5 LSP = link-state packet 

From this chart, you can see that EIGRP generally provides the most tools for finding a 
problem in the network quickly, with OSPF running a close second. 
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Which Protocol Converges Faster? 

I was once challenged with the statement, "There is no way that a distance vector 
protocol can ever converge faster than a link-state protocol!" An hour and a half later, I 
think the conversation tapered off into, "Well, in some situations, I suppose a distance 
vector protocol could converge as fast as a link-state protocol," said without a lot of 
conviction. 

In fact, just about every network engineer can point to reasons why he thinks a specific 
routing protocol will always converge faster than some other protocol, but the reality is 
that all routing protocols can converge quickly or slowly, depending on a lot of factors 
strictly related to network design, without even considering the hardware, types of links, 
and other random factors that play into convergence speed in different ways with each 
protocol. As a specific example, look at the small network illustrated in Figure G-1 and 
consider the various options and factors that might play into convergence speed in this 
network. 

Figure G-1 Simple Network 

This figure purposefully has no labels showing anything concerning routing protocols 
configuration or design; instead, this section covers several possible routing 
configurations and examines how the same protocol could converge more or less quickly 
even on a network this small through just minor configuration changes. 

Start with EIGRP as an example: 

• The Router A to C link has a bandwidth of 64 kbps. 
• The Router A to B link has a bandwidth of 10 Mbps. 
• The Router B to D and Router C to D links have equal bandwidths. 

With this information in hand, you can determine that Router D is going to mark the path 
to 10.1.1.0/24 through Router B as the best path (the successor in EIGRP terms). The 
path through Router C will not be marked as a feasible successor, because the differential 
in the metrics is too great between the two paths. To the EIGRP process running on 
Router D, the path through Router C carmot be proven based on the metrics advertised by 
Routers B and C, so the path through Router C will not be installed as a possible backup 
route. 

This means that if the Router B to D link fails, Router D is forced to mark 10.1.1.0/24 as 
active and send a query to Router C. The convergence time is bounded by the amount of 
time it takes for the following tasks: 
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• Router D to examine its local topology table and determine that no other known 
loop-free paths exist. 

• Router D to build and transmit a query toward Router C. 
• Router C to receive and process the query, including examining its local EIGRP 

topology table, and find it still has an alternate path. 
• Router C to build a reply to the query and transmit it. 
• Router D to receive the reply and process it, including route installation time and 

the time required to change the information in the forwarding tables on the router. 

Many factors are contained in these steps; any one of them could take a long time. In the 
real world, the total time to complete the steps in this network is less than two or three 
seconds. 

Now change the assumptions just slightly and see what the impact is: 

• The Router A to C link and A to B links have equal bandwidth. 
• The Router B to D link has a bandwidth of 64 kbps. 
• The Router B to C link has a bandwidth of I 0 Mbps. 

As you can tell, the network conditions have been changed only slightly, but the results 
are altered dramatically. In this case, the path to 10.1.1.0/24 through Router C is chosen 
as the best path. EIGRP then examines the path through Router B and finds that it is a 
loop-free path, based on the information embedded in EIGRP metrics. What happens if 
the Router B to C link fails? 

The process has exactly one step: Router D examines its local EIGRP topology table and 
finds that an alternate loop-free path is available. Router D installs this alternate route in 
the local routing table and alters the forwarding information as needed. This processing 
takes on the order of 150 milliseconds or less. 

Using the same network, examine the various reactions of OSPF to link failures. Begin 
with these: 

• The Router B to D link has a cost of20. 
• All other links in the network have a cost of I 0. 
• All routes are internal OSPF routes. 

What happens if the Router B to C link fails? 

1. Router B and C detect the link failure and wait some period of time, called the 
link-state advertisement (LSA) generation time. Then they flood modified router 
LSAs with this information. 

2. The remaining routers in the network receive this new LSA and place it in their 
local link-state databases. The routers wait some period of time, called the 
shortest path first (SPF) wait time, and then run SPF. 
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3. In the process of running SPF, or after SPF has finished running (depending on 
the implementation), OSPF will install new routing information in the routing 
table. 

With the default timers, it could take up to one second (or longer, in some situations) to 
detect the link failure and then about three and a half seconds to flood the new 
information. Finally, it could take up to two and a half seconds before the receiving 
routers will run SPF and install the new routing information. With faster times and 
various sorts of tuning, you can decrease these numbers to about one second or even in 
the 300-millisecond range in some specific deployments. 

Making Router D an area border router (ABR) dramatically impacts the convergence 
time from the Router E perspective because Router D has to perform all the preceding 
steps to start convergence. After Router D has calculated the new correct routing 
information, it must generate and flood a new summary LSA to Router E, and Router E 
has to recalculate SPF and install new routes. 

Redistributing I 0. I. 1.0/24 into the network and making the area that contains Routers A, 
B, C, and D into a not-so-stubby area (NSSA) throws another set of timers into the 
problem. Router D now has to translate the Type 7 external LSA into an external Type 5 
LSA before it can flood the new routing information to Router E. 

These conditions do not even include the impact of multiple routes on the convergence 
process. EIGRP, for instance, can switch from its best path to a known loop-free path for 
10,000 routes just about as fast as it can switch 1 route under similar conditions. OSPF 
performance is adversely impacted by the addition of 10,000 routes into the network, 
possibly doubling convergence time. 

You can see, then, that it is not so simple to say, "EIGRP will always converge faster 
than OSPF," "IS-IS will always converge faster than EIGRP," or any other combination 
you can find. Some people say that OSPF always converges faster than EIGRP, for 
instance, but they are generally considering only intrarea convergence and not the impact 
of interarea operations, the impact of various timers, the complexity of the SPF tree, and 
other factors. Some people say that EIGRP always converges faster than any link-state 
protocol, but that depends on the number of routers involved in the convergence event. 
The shorter the query path, the faster the network converges. 

If you align all the protocol convergence times based on the preceding examination, you 
generally find the convergence times in this order, from shortest to longest: 

1. EIGRP with feasible successors. 
2. Intrarea OSPF or IS-IS with fast or tuned timers. 
3. 

a. EIGRP without feasible successors. 
b. Intrarea OSPF or IS-IS with standard timers. 
c. Interarea OSPF or IS-IS. 
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The last three are highly variable, in reality. In any particular network, OSPF, IS-IS, and 
EIGRP without feasible successors might swap positions on the list. The network design, 
configuration, and a multitude of other factors impact the convergence time more than the 
routing protocol does. You get the best convergence time out of a routing protocol if you 
play the network design to the strengths of the protocol. 

Which Designs Play to the Strength of Each Protocol? 

The natural question, after you have decided that network design plays into the suitability 
of the protocol (you have seen this to be the case for convergence speed, but the same is 
also true of any other factor you might consider for a given routing protocol, including 
management, troubleshooting, configuration, and so on) is this: 

• What sorts of network designs play into the strengths of any given routing 
protocol? 

This is not an easy question to answer because of the numerous ways to design a network 
that works. Two- and three-layer network designs, switched cores versus routed cores, 
switched user access versus routed user access-the design possibilities appear to be 
endless. To try to put a rope around this problem, the sections that follow examine only a 
few common topological elements to illustrate how to analyze a specific topology and 
design and try to determine how a routing protocol will react when ruuning on it. 

The specific types of network topologies considered here are as follows: 

• Hub-and-spoke designs 
• Full mesh designs 
• Highly redundant designs 

After you consider each of these specific topology elements, you learu the general 
concepts of hierarchical network design and how each protocol plays against them. 

Hub-and-Spoke Topologies 

Hub-and-spoke network designs tend to be simple in theory and much harder in 
implementation. Scaling tends to be the big problem for hub-and-spoke topologies. The 
primary focus here is the capability of a routing protocol to maintain a multitude of 
routing neighbors and to converge to massive network events in an acceptable amount of 
time. Assume, throughout this section, that you are always dealing with dual-homed hub
and-spoke networks, as Figure G-2 illustrates. 

Figure G-2 Dual-Homed Hub-and-Spoke Network 
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Start by considering the following simple question: 

• How many spokes or remote routers does it take to really start stressing any 
routing protocol that is running over a hub-and-spoke network design? 

The answer to this question always depends on various factors, including link speed and 
stability, router processing speed and packet switching speeds, and other factors. 
However, general experience shows that a high-speed router (in terms of processing 
power) with reasonably good design supports at least 100 remote sites with any modem 
routing protocol. 

When considering network designs in which hundreds of remote sites are available, 
however, you need to use special techniques with each protocol to scale the number of 
remote sites attached to a single pair of hub routers. Look at each protocol to see what 
types of problems you might encounter and what types of tools are available to resolve 
those problems: 

• OSPF floods topology information to each router within an area and sununaries of 
reachability information into the area. You can place all the remote site routers 
into one or more OSPF stub areas, which cuts down on the amount of information 
flooded out to each remote site. Any change on a remote site is still flooded to 
every other remote site within the same area. For that reason, the design becomes 
a tradeoff between the number of areas that you want to manage and that the hub 
routers support and the amount of information that you can flood through the low
speed links connecting the remote stub sites. 

• IS-IS also floods information to each router within an area. It does not, by default, 
flood information from the core of the network (the 12 routing domain) into each 
area. Again, you still face the tradeoff of how many level 1 routing domains you 
want to support at the hub routers versus how much information you can flood 
toward each remote router. 

• The primary factor in determining scaling and convergence time in an EIGRP 
hub-and-spoke network is the number of queries the hub router needs to generate 
or process when the network changes, and the number of updates the hub router 
needs to generate toward the remote. Normally, if a hub loses several routes, for 
instance, it needs to generate queries for each of those routes to each of the remote 
sites. The remote sites then query the other hub router, which must process and 
reply to each of the queries. If the number of routes is high, this can be a 
processor- and memory-intensive task, causing the network to converge slowly, 
especially if the links between the remote sites and the hub routers are low speed. 
In this situation, you can summarize routers at the core toward the remote routers 
and block the routing information transmitted up toward the core routers .. You can 
also cut down on the query range into the hub-and-spoke network dramatically. 
EIGRP, however, also provides a special operational mode for the remote sites; 
you can configure the remote sites as stubs, which indicates to the hub routers that 
the remote sites are never used for transiting traffic. If the remote sites are 
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configured as stub routers, the hub router never queries them for lost routes, and 
the scaling properties change dramatically. 

EIGRP, in theory, scales much better in a hub-and-spoke topology-and this is true in 
real networks, too. You often find EIGRP hub-and-spoke networks that have more than 
500 remote sites attached to a pair of hub routers, over low bandwidth links, in the wild. 
In contrast, you tend to see OSPF and IS-IS hub-and-spoke networks top out at around 
200 remote sites, even if higher bandwidth links are involved. 

Full Mesh Topologies 

Full mesh topologies are a less common design element in networks, but they are worth 
considering because the scaling properties of a routing protocol in a full mesh design 
indicate, to some degree, the scaling properties of the same protocol in a partial mesh 
design. You can think of a full mesh topology as a special case of a partial mesh 
topology. Again, look at the challenges and tools that are available for each protocol. Use 
the network illustrated in Figure G-3 throughout this discussion. 

Figure G-3 Full Mesh Network 

• Each OSPF router sends topology information to each adjacent neighbor within 
an area (flooding domain). If Router A receives a new link-state advertisement 
(LSA), Router D receives three copies of this new LSA: one from Router A, one 
from Router B, and one from Router C. The Cisco lOS Software implementation 
of OSPF does have an option to control the flooding through a full mesh network, 
using the database filter-out command. 

• IS-IS is similar to OSPF; each router sends topology information to each adjacent 
neighbor. Cisco lOS Software enables you to control flooding through mesh 
groups. 

• Each router in an EIGRP network sends each of the routes it is using to forward 
traffic to each neighbor. In this network, Router D is going to receive three copies 
of any new routing information that Router A receives, one copy from Router A, 
one from Router B, and one from Router C. These three copies of the routing 
information might be the same, but they indicate reachability through three 
different next hops (or neighbors). Reducing the information propagated through 
the mesh is difficult, at best. You can filter these routing updates through some 
paths within the mesh to decrease the amount of information flooded through the 
mesh, but that also reduces the number of paths usable through the mesh for any 
specific destination. 
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OSPF and IS-IS flood extra information through a mesh topology by default, but you can 
use tools to reduce the amount of flooding in highly meshed topologies. EIGRP sends 
updates through each router in the mesh, but it is difficult to reduce the number of these 
updates unless you want to decrease the number of paths that the network actually uses 
through the mesh. 

In the real world, OSPF and IS-IS scale better in highly meshed environments, especially 
if you implement flooding reduction techniques. This is a matter of scale, of course; 
networks that have a mesh network of 20 or 30 routers work fine with any of the three 
routing protocols. However, when the mesh starts surpassing this number of routers, the 
special techniques that OSPF and IS-IS offer to scale further can make a difference. 

Interaction with Hierarchical Designs 

Traditional network design is based on layers, either two or three, that abstract the 
network details into "black boxes" and divide functionality vertically through the network 
to make management and design easier: 

• The two-layer model has aggregation and core layers, or areas, within the 
network. 

• The three-layer model has access, distribution, and core layers. 

How do these layered network designs interact with each protocol? Consider each 
protocol in turn. 

OSPF splits flooding domains into areas that are separated by ABRs. Because every 
router within an area must share the same link-state database to calculate loop-free paths 
through the network, the only place that route aggregation can be performed is at an 
ABR. ABRs actually aggregate two types of information: 

• Information about the topology of an area that is hidden from other areas at these 
border edges 

• Aggregation of reachability information that can be configured at these border 
edges 

This combination of route aggregation points and flooding domain boundaries in the 
network implies several things: 

• In all three-layer network designs with OSPF, you should place the ABR in the 
distribution layer of the network. 

• In all two-layer network designs with OSPF, you should place the ABR at the 
aggregation to core layer edge of the network. 

• The most aggregation points that you can cross when passing from one edge of 
the network to the opposite edge of the network is two. 
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These topological limitations might not be major in smaller networks, but in networks 
that have thousands of routers, they could impose severe restrictions on the network 
design. Network designers and operators normally break up OSPF networks at this size 
into multiple administrative domains, connecting the separate domains through BGP or 
some other mechanism. 

IS-IS is similar to OSPF in its restrictions, except that IS-IS allows the core and outlying 
flooding domains to overlap. This introduces a degree of flexibility that OSPF does not 
provide, but you can still only aggregate routing information at the edges where two 
flooding domain meet, and you cannot build more than two levels of routing into the 
network. 

EIGRP, as a distance vector protocol, does not divide the concepts of topology 
summarization and routing aggregation; topology beyond one hop away is hidden by the 
natural operation of the protocol. Figure G-4 illustrates the conceptual difference among 
EIGRP, OSPF/IS-IS, and RIP in terms of topology information propagated through the 
network. 

Figure G-4 Topological Awareness in Routing Protocols 

If you examine the scope through which routing information is transmitted (or known) 
within a network, you find the following: 

• The Bellman-Ford algorithm, used by the Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and 
the Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP), uses only information about the 
local cost to reach a given destination. If Router B is rurrning RIP, it considers 
only the total cost of the path to reach a destination at Router E when deciding on , 
the best (loop-free) path. ;: 

• Diffusing Update Algorithm (DUAL), used by EIGRP, considers the local cost to 
reach a given destination and the cost of each neighbor to reach the same 
destination when calculating which available paths are loop free. EIGRP uses an 
awareness of the topology that is one hop away from the calculating router. 

• OSPF and IS-IS, which are link -state protocols, do not use information about the 
metrics of a neighbor; rather, they count on being aware of the entire topology 
when calculating a loop-free path. At a flooding domain border, OSPF and IS-IS 
act much like distance vector protocols. Router A does not know about the 
topology behind Router B; it only knows the cost of Router B to reach 
destinations that are attached to Router E. 

Because topology information is hidden in the natural processing of EIGRP routing 
updates, EIGRP is not restricted in where it can aggregate routing information within the 
network. This provides a great deal of flexibility to network designers who are rurrning 
EIGRP. Multiple layers of aggregation can be configured in the network. This means that 
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moving from one edge of the network to the opposite edge of the network could mean 
encountering many more than two aggregation points. 

The practical result of the EIGRP capability to aggregate routing information anywhere 
in the network is that many existing large-scale (2000 router and larger) networks run 
within a single EIGRP process or administrative domain. The feasibility of building 
networks this large is based on the capability to use route aggregation to divide the 
network into multiple layers, or sections, each acting fairly independently of the other. 
Although it is possible to build an OSPF or IS-IS network this large, designing and 
managing this network is more difficult because of the restrictions that link -state 
protocols place on aggregation points. 

In general, up to some relative size, the protocols are relatively equal in their capability to 
work with hierarchical network designs. OSPF and IS-IS tend to be less flexible about 
where route aggregation can be placed in the network, making it more difficult, in some 
situations, to fit the network design and the protocol design together. EIGRP excels at 
fitting into hierarchical network design. 

Topological Rules of Thumb 

After examining these various network topologies and how each routing protocol tends to 
react, you can see that when a network does not reach the edge of a specific protocol 
capability on any given topology, any of the routing protocols is fine. If your network has 
a specific predominant topology type, however, such as large-scale hub-and-spoke or 
large-scale full mesh topologies, choosing a protocol to fit those topologies makes sense. 
You can always compromise in complex areas of your network design by making 
effective and stable topological design areas in which the routing protocol is really 
stretched to the edge of its capabilities. 

What Are the Tradeoffs? 

In many networks, the final decision of which routing protocol is "best" comes down to 
these issues: 

• Convergence speed-How important is convergence speed? How much 
flexibility do you have in the design of your network around convergence speeds? 

• Predominant topologies-Does your network design have one dominant type of 
topology? Would a full mesh or large-scale hub-and-spoke topology benefit from 
running one protocol over another? 

• Scaling strategy-Does your scaling strategy call for dividing the network into 
multiple pieces, or does it call for a single IGP domain, with the network broken 
up into pieces through route aggregation and other techniques? 

• Maintenance and management-Which routing protocol fits the network 
management style of your day-to-day operations? Which one seems easier to 
troubleshoot and manage in your environment? 
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Beyond the technical factors are some nontechnical ones. For instance, if you decide to 
switch protocols, what is the cost for the long term? You need to consider training costs, 
the cost of revised procedures, design effort, and possible downtime while you convert 
the network from one protocol to another. 

In some situations, this might not be an issue. For instance, if two networks are being 
merged because of a corporate merger, and each runs a different protocol, the decision 
might be more open to consideration. If you are going to need to convert one half of the 
network or the other, you can more carefully consider the technical considerations and 
make a decision based on those considerations alone. However, if your network is stable 
today, you should think twice about switching protocols unless a change in the business 
environment or some major shift in the way the network is built indicates it is an 
important move to make to meet the needs of the enterprise. 
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